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1979 yearbook 's
completi on unsure
By P. Rand Tracy
More than 9,000 students are
still waiting for fhe 1979-80
yearbook they paid for two years
ago as part of their mandatory
Student Activity Fee.
The former Editor of the

Granite, Cindy Pettengill, failed to
meet production deadlines, and
according to Scott Wilson, Editor
of the 1982 Granite, she has at least
80 of the 288 pages left for
completion.
Pettengill, said Wtlson, became
sick during second semester in
- 1980, and was left with virtually the
whole book to finish." Pettengill
continued to work on the book,
budgeted at $54,215, throughout
the summer of 1980 until March of
1981.
"In March, Cindy left the campus
and travled through such states as
Idaho and Michigan," said
Wilson. She took with her
photographs and essays needed to
complete the book, he said.
Neither she, nor the whereabouthe material where heard from
of
ts
By Einar Sunde
or discovered until Wednesday,
Floor drains from Kingsbury
when she_ was located outside of
Hall and Paul Creative Arts
YEARBOOK, page 9
Center ( PC A) and a sjnk drain
from PCA may be running directly
into a stream that feeds College
Brook, according to John Sanders,
assistant director of Plant
Maintenance and Engineering.
By Gl'.eg Flemming
A white-colored liquid was
discovered running from a culvert
Nuclear physicist Dr. Edward
behind PCA this weekend. The
Teller said Tuesday that nuclear
culvert empties into a stream
power plants can reduce inflation
which flows into College Brook.
and poverty throughout the world.
The pollutant has not been
"What you are doing in New
anal)7Cd, but Sanders suspects it is
Hampshire has a direct relation on
a white, non-toxic latex paint.
whether or not people in India will
Workers for physical plant
starve," Teller said.
determined with a dye test this
Teller, the developer of the
summer that several floor drains in
hydrogen bomb, is a research
Kingsbury run directly into the fellow. at Stanford University's
Hoover Institution and a
BROOK, page 7
consultant at the Lawrence.

College
Brook
polluted

Dr. Edward Teller was the keynote speaker at an energy symposium held at UNH Tuesday night. (Tim Lorette
.
~~aj

'Nuclear -energy is safest,' says Teller
Livermore Laboratorv of the
U111versity of California~
His comments were part of a
symposium on energy which
featured four other internationally
known scientists.
Some three billion of the world's
population are "desperately poor,"
Teller said, and much of the
world's oil is needed to solve this
problem.
II "conservative restrictions"
were lifted by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission so all the

currently unlicensed nuclear
reactors in the U .S could begin
operation, the U.S. would use 16
percent less oil, he said.
He also warned that the Soviet
Union has made "all the
preparations" to take over the
Persian Gulf. from which the U.S.
gets nearly half of its oil.
"The more we prepare by
producing energy the better,"
Teller said, and added that nuclear
energy is the safest means of
producing this energy.
"Reactors are safe for people,"
Teller said, "but people are not yet
quite safe for reactors."
"If at Three Mile Island the four
operators. had called a nuclear
engineer and had left the reactor
alone, there would have been no
trouble," he added.
While most of more than 700
listeners applauded Teller, there
were some boos and hisses. Several
groups handed out news clippings
about Teller and a page of his
quotes which was labeled,

"Welcome, Dr. Death."
Another speaker, Dr. Alexander
J. Glass, described nuclearfussion
as a more efficient means of
producing energy since in the
process one of the two fuels used to
produce the energy is released as
waste. The other substance comes
from sea water.
But fussion reactors, unlike the
fussion reactors addressed by
Teller, will not make a "significant
contribution" to world energy
production until the year 2020,
said Glass, who is president of
KMS Fusionx of Ann Arbor,
Mich.
He compared the amount of fuel
needed. to produce the same
amount of energy by convential
means to fussion. While two
million metric tons of coal, ten
million barrels of oil, or 30 tons of
uranium oxide would be needed, a
half a metric ton of fuel could
r,rod uce the same using fussion, he
TELLER, page 19

Teller warns peace is
difficult without energy
By Jill Arabas
World peace may only be achieved through the use of nuclear
power. said Dr. Edward Teller, a Stanford University professor and
developer of the hydrogen bomb.
"Lack of energy is a danger· of peace," said Teller, at a news
conference before the energy symposium at UN H Tuesday night.
Teller said peace depends on a sufficient supply of nuclear
weapons in the hands of those who want peace. The United States
does not have such force, he said, and that's where "the danger lies."
"Extreme neglect of our military preparedness" under President
Carter led to a dangerous buildup of weapons in Russia, he said.
Teller contends the Soviets are ·beginning to exploit that advantage,
with the threat of "very serious consequences."
For instance, the Soviet Union could only destroy the United
States MX missiles at a fraction of the cost it took to build them.
Teller said a nuclear exchange would kill half of all Americans while
the Soviet Union would only Jose 10 percent of its population. ·
"In Russia (atomic and hydrogen bombs) have multiplied, "Teller
said. ;;in the United States they i'ncreased somewhat and then leveled
oil.

UNH cheerleaders kicked off Homecoming weekend by leading cheers around a bonfire on the hill of the \I l t:
last night. (Henri Barber photo)

"In general we need more money for defense. If necessary we
should be prepared to return strike for strike as deterrence," he said,
though personally opposing a first-strike capability by the US
·
defense system.
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IIL--E_W_.S_IN_B_R_IE_F_ _ ___,.Group pushes for safe abortio ns
By Xavier A. Cronin

INTERNATIONAL

"Students don't feel the threa't
because they've grown up with
legal abortions, they missed the
awful tragedies of the sixties."

Canetti wins Nobel Prize
STOCKHOLM--Bulg arian-born writer Elias Canetti was
awarded the Nobel Prize in literature yesterday by the Swedish
Academy.
,
The 76-year-old writer, who lives in London, was praised for his
"wealth of ideas."
One of his most well known works was a memoir published in 1977
called "The Saved Tongue."

AW ACS planes patrol Egypt
CAI RO--American AW ACS planes began patrolling over Egypt
yesterday as President Hosni Mubarak swore in his Cabinet.
The Air Force sent the two radar planes to show the United States
support after the assassination of President Anwar Sadat.
An administration official said the plane will stay in Egypt
indefinitely to protect Egypt and neighboring Sudan from a possible
attack from Libya.

Khomeini orders brain washing
TEHRAN--The Ayatollah Khomeini called for brain washing
yesterday to erase Western and foreign thinking from Iran .
Tehran Radio said the Iranian leader told an education minister
that "brains must be washed ."
He also said that Iranian children should be transformed from a
rwestern human being into an "Islamic one."

- This, according to the New
Hampshire N ARAL ( National
Abortion Rights Action League)
Director Cindi Fox, is a main
reason students don't realize the
seriousness of the "New Rights"
drive to make abortion illegal.
NARAL is a national political
advocacy group with 40 affiliates .
Its sole purpose is to "preserve safe
and !~gal abortions". It is selfsufficient and has existed for four
years.
Last year, UNH-NARAL was
active distributing information
several times outside of the MU B
cafeteria, sponsoring workshops
and running an information and
referral office in the MU B. They
also presented, with Student
Activity Fee Council (SAFC)
funding, a talk by Bill Baird, an
abortion rights acitvist who also
owns and operates several
abortion clinics.

UNH-NARAL will be planlting
this year's activities at a training
session directed by Fox on
Tuesday night the 27th .

The "tragedies of the sixties"
Fox was talking about included
women who died or who were
emotionally damaged from having
"back-alley quack" and selfperformed "knitting needle"
abortions·.
At UNH-NARAL's organizational meeting on Tuesday night,
Fox explained to 20 people ( 17
women, men), the conditfon of the
current threat to legal1zed
abortions which is headed by ProLife forces.
She said Senator Orrin Hatch,
chairman of the Subcommittee on
the Constitution has introduced a
"brand new" constitutional
amendment which would give the
power to out-law abortion to the
states.
According to Fox, hearings on
the Concurrent Powers Amendment started October 5 tn this
subcommittee.
If passed, as Hatch clai°ms it wiil
be the bill goes to the Judiciary
Committee, and if passed there, to
the Senate.

Fox said-the Pro-Life people
(she calls them pro-fetus) are part
of the "New Right" and are reallv
attacking "today's sexuality".
She cited a current chastity bill
that if passed would "set -up
centers to counsel teenagers not to
have sex" and many new" parental
consent laws all over the country.'
Fox stressed the importance o
letters to congressmen and
senators: "Letters mean
everything."
According to Fox, when
Senator Humphrey of New
Hampshire was asked in 1978 if he
realized how many women would
die if abortion were made illegal he
said. "the death of those women is
a small price to pay for a million
babies."

UNH-NARAL's office is on
the ground level of the MU B near
the Commuter Transfer Center.

Joel Foulliard,- a Freshman
from Moultonboro, New
Hampshire who was at the
At the meeting a slide show was
shown. It stressed the fact that the - meeting, said he would fight to
keep abortion legal becaus~ "if I'm
"well financed minority"was
going out with a woman, or
getting closer to_makin~ abortion
married, it's half my responsibility
illegal. It was said that in order to
stop them, "you must vote and you and_half hers.~;! want to keep my
options open.
.
must bec9me involved."

Most student s prefer to 'drink up'

-NATIONAL
House defeats AW ACS sale
WASH INGTON--President Ronald Reagan has one more week
to gain support in the Senate for the proposed AW ACS sale to Saudi
Arabia, after the controversial deal was overwhelmingly defeated in
the House.
The House voted against the $8.5 billion sale by a vote of 301 to 111
on Wednesday.
Administration officials admit that so far the White House docs
not have the necessary votes to have the deal approved by the Senate.

LOCAL
·Postal letters destroyed
The U.S. _Postal Service announced yesterday that persons in the
038 and 039 Zip Code Areas who mailed letters on Tuesday, Oct. 6,
for areas in Vermont and western New Hampshire, should know
that an accident in New London on Oct. 7 destroyed all the mail on
the delivery truck .
Dover Postmaster John DuBois said mail deposited in Dover and
sent to Zip Code areas 035, 036, and 03T was destroyed .
Persons having any questions should contact the customer service
department at the Portsmouth Post Office on Daniel Street, or call
431-1300.

Commuter group formed
All commuters are invited to the first meeting ot: the Co~mute1~
Activity Organization at 7 ~.m. Tuesd _a y, Oct. 20, 1~ R_oom 208 ?f
McConnell Hall. The CAO 1s a newly tormed organi1.at1on that will
plan social events for commuter students to mee! fell~w _students.
For more information , contact the Commuter/l ransfer Center at
862-2136.

By Darryl Cauchon
Only 20 percent of students
polled Wednesday at the
University of New Hampshire said
they think too much alcohol
consumption occurs at UNH.
The random poll, taken by The
New Hampshire, was conducted
in front of Stoke and Christensen
Hall, the library and fraternity
row.
The poll was taken two days
after Dean of Student Affairs
Gregg Sanborn said to the
Academic Senate that alcohol
abuse at UNH 1s an increasing
problem.
Listed below are a number of
remarks made by the 'students
questioned .
"I don't think there's too much
alcohol consumption but I do
think we have a lot of people who
can't drink responsibly."
"I'll tell you what is wrong with
the school is there's very little to do
on weekends that arc non-alcohol
related."
"I wouldn't go downtown
around hereat night. It's too wild."
"Yes, I think it's serious but the
reason is because, first of all kids
have nothing to do, second the
dorm activities arc like nil, and
rushes arc being abolished ."
"No, alcohol isn't consumed too
much under the circumstances we
live under. Herc we're sort of

Shown he/ow are the results of a poll taken this week by The New
Hampshire concerning alcohol consumption at UN H.

Do you drink?
Yes

88

No

3

Occasionally

9

How often
intoxicated?

do

you

Do you believe there is to 0
much alcohol consumptio n
at UNH?
Yes
'
No

20
66

At times

7

Don't know

4

Other

3

get

3 days / week

3

2 days / week

10

What do you do on ,
Friday & Saturday
nights?

1 day / week

17

Party

At least on'e time each
month
28
Less

than

one

time

72

Go to MUB

9

Work

6

each mbnth

15

Study

2

No answer

27

Other

11

confined. not like Boston
University where you can • go
downtown . Around here it's done
on campus so it looks like a lot."

··That's all weekends arc for is to
drink."
"Drugs are better."

Career women to speak
o!·

"Women in Non-traditional Careers" will be the topic
th_e
meeting of the Durham Business and Professional Women. which 1s
scheduled for 7:30 p.m . Tuesday, Oct. 20, at the Golden Shamrock
on Rte. 125.
. •S ·
·11 dd
Attorney Julia Brown and sports reporter R1~k1 . te1n w1 -~-.· re~s
career issues, and will also talk about their own prolcss1onal
experience.

Weather
It will be partl y cloud y with tempe ratures reaching into the 60's .
according to the Nati o nal Weather Service in Concord .
Tonight will be clear, with temperatures dropping into the 30\ .
Tomorrow will be sunn y, with temperature~ reaching 65 .

Compiled by Brendan Dubois

Goodie s like ones Mom sends
By Nell Kelly
Linda Slater is the mother of
three young children . She is also
the mother of many UN H
students, surrogate mother. that is.
Surrogate Mother, her kitchen
business, sells home-baked
packages to those students who get
less shoe boxes from home than
they would like .
. Unlike the packages from mom,
Slater's parcels contain only what
the student orders, with no dental
flos s thrown in among the cookies.
She offers a variety of freshl ymade goodies including br~wn!cs,
cake~ . cookies a nd whoop1c pies.

Cakes, for birthdays at school, can
be purchased fo.r $10.
A hungry student can buy
himself a dozen whoopie pies or an
assortment of cookies for half that
amount. These prices may seem
high, but as Bill Slater, Linda's
husband, points out, the items are
iarge and, "we go for quality."
There are two things missing
from the Surrogate Mother shoe
boxes: the thrill of finding a yellow
package slip .in the mail box and
th e disappointment of finding
most of the content s cru shed from
their trip through the U.S . Mail
system.

The price of the parcel inclµde
hand delivery to the specified dorm
or apartment.
In most cases, if the order is
~eceived in the afternoon it is filled
,and brought to the student by the
foilowing evening. If Mrs. Slater is
not - working, as a waitress, an
order filed on the morning can be
filled by that night.
The couple hopes to have a
restaurant of their own one day,
but the business is Linda's hobby .
Bill builds furniture in his spare
time, and also helps out with
MOM, page 8
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ARP's president: her battle never ends
By Lisa Prevost
Sex: Female
Age: 26
Birthplace: South Dakota
Class: Sophmore w/ minor. in /nernational
Relations
Interests: Ballet, poetry, yoga.
The person described does not sound
much different from any other UNH
student.
Now add:
Activities: President of CARP . ·
To many students here, and the majority
of those on the Student Organization
Committee, this one fact places this girL
Cathy Aman , in several categories:
brainwasher, manipulator, fanatic or just
plain Moonie.
Cathy Aman is the president of the area's
Collegiate Association for the Research of
Principles, a branch of the controversial
Unification Church . And although every
member of CARP is not also a member of
the Church, Cathy is.
Since September of 1980 she has been
pushing for recognition of CARP as a
student organization at UNH.
Two court decisions and two SOC
hearings later, Aman is no further ahead
now than she was last September. But she
does not intend to give up.
"We are gong back to court in Concord,
maybe within two weeks," she says. She and
Michael Tillman, CARP's treasurer, plan to
appeal the University's second denial of
recognition which was decided last week .
"We didn't apply for any Student Activity
Fee assistance." she said. "Yet if we win. the

University will pay more than we ever would
ask for in three years."
Aman said only one of the six reasons the
SOC gave for their decision to deny CARP
was somewhat applicable. She said the
charge that CARP illegally used the
University's name while still holding
temporary status was a weak argument by

soc.

This was in reference to a recent iss.ue of
World Student Times2, CARP's
intercollegiate newspaper, in wh{ch Aman
was identified as a UN H student in a list of
correspondents.
"You can have a correspondent anywhere
you want. We didn't associate it with CARP.
It will never stand up in court," Aman
maintains .
The SOC also based its decis·ion on the
testimony of three former Unification
members . Their experience included
prolonged fasting, lack of sleep, and mind
control techniques.
When speaking of one of the former
members , Kim Butler, Aman said: "If she
lost faith in the (Church) ideals, then she
should face that fact.
"We sp onsor a science conference and a
professor's conference ... to discuss the
principles of CARP. Nobel laureates come
to speak. Many of these professors and
scientists respect Rev . Moon because they've
been thinking about the world, not just
themselves.
"I just would like to question who is _
thinking about the world more--Nobel
laureates or Kim Butler?"
Aman swears she and her colleagues are

not brainwashers. She says the term is the
only way people can rationalize what they
can't understand commitment. .
"Many people have come to meetings who
didn't join the Movement," she said. "If
we're doing brainwashing, how'd they get
,away?"
Aman joined the Unification Church in
1973 when she was 18 . She graduated from '

1

0

CARP President Cathy Aman.
(Henri Barber photo)

high school in South Dakota at 16, the
entered the University ofSouth.Dakota fora
year.
After quitting college to "search for mor
meaning in life," she began studying Easter
philosophies and the Bible on her own.
She met a Frenchman who was travelin
with a group from the Unification Church
"He couldn't speak English and I couldn'
speak French. The only things he coul
communicate to me were 'international,
'new ideas,' and 'God.'
Aman went with him to a lunch of 2
people held in a room with no furnitur
except for a small blackboard. One gir
lectured on the principles of the U nificatio
Church.
·
By the end of the next day, Aman had
decided to follow them on their 40 da
excursion through five states around South
Dakota .
"I knew that even if these principles
weren't the ultimate truth, there_were higher·
than any others I'd seen before," she said.
After three weeks of traveling, she left the
group and returned home to rethink the
philosophies she had previously studied, but
soon decided to rejoin the group.
Cathy and her father drove to different
centers (places where membe,rs who have
made a full-time commitment can live) so he
could see what they were like.
"He was very impressed with the quality
and standards of the people," she said.
Her mother grew more supportive as time
went on and she and Cathy have a good
AMAN, page 8

Cool-aid eases thirst for advice

Carrie Snyder on her •home afloat.•

By Mary Ann Luechauer
In 1968, when Cool-Aid
received no funds from the
University, they met in the back
room of what is now Scorpio's
Pub.
Today the hot-line service is
recognized as a student
organization and has expanded to
nearly 75 members.
"The concept of Cool-Aid came
about in the late 60's," according to
Bob Mariani, the organization's
longest standing and only nonstudent member. "It was created to
handle drug abusers. At that time
UN H was heavily into the
psychedelic era ."
Another member, Babette
Lamarre, said Cool-Aid's original
function was to "baby-sit people
on trips from hallucinogenic
drugs."
Mariani, who has been with the
organization since it was
originated at UNH said, "We went
door to door asking for
contributions to pay the phone and
office bills when we even had an
office."
Today the all-volunteer group
receives funds for essentials and
advertising from the University.
There are no paid positions in
Cool-Aid.

Cool-Aid is "in the strongest
stature of its existence this year,"
Mariani said.
According to Louis Leaper,
another member, Cool-Aid thrives
because "just.by the nature of being
human we all need to know that
someone cares."
Any interested student may join
Cool-Aid provided , they are
"dedicated and care about people,"
Leaper sasid. "We're here to help
people.
Members just have to
want to help."
Cool-Aid currently has 30 old
members and is in the process of
training 45 new members,
according to Lamarre.
Training sessions are held the
first month of each semester and
involve workshops, speakers, and
"an awful lot of role-playing," said
Lamarre.
In role-playing new members
are matched up with old members
who play the parts of people with
:specific problems. New members;
then improvise reactions to the
problems as if they were on the
phone or in a, meeting with a
troubled individual.
According to Leaper, roleplaying works well in addressing
possible encounters and finding
methods of dealing with them.

"If yoff'make it through training
you've shown the dedication and
responsibility we're looking for,"
said Leaper. "Then we have our
graduation party."
A telephone hot-line is the most
used of Cool-Aid's services, · ·
according to Leaper, who
attributes its popularity to the
'1anonymous qualities" of the line.
"We have no idea at all who the
person we're talking to is," she
said, "not even their name."
It's really important for people
to know," Leaper said, "that all
Cool-Aid encounters are
positively, definitely, absolutely,
absolutely confidential."
There are always two members
on a shift during Cool-Aid's hours:
Sunday through Thursday, 6 p.m.
to 12 midnight, and Friday and
Saturday, 6 p.m. to 8 a.m.
When someone calls the hotline, the answering member first
decides whether or not emergency
help is necessary, according to
Lamarre, who added that "very
few calls require immediate
medical care."
It was stressed by both Lamarre
and Leaper that Cool-Aid
members are encouraged to stay _

COOL-AID, page 5

A schooner is this SAFC's 'limit Senate' plan ready
Student's dorm
By Darryl Cauchon
Carrie Snyder lives alone in her
father's schooner while attending
UN H for more reasons than to
save rent.
Snyder, a 23 year old senior, said
she decided to move aboard the
ship because of it's "Unbelievably
cozy and extremely livable"
atmosphere.
The schooner, a "stable,
seaworthy going vessel" which
sailed in Boston's tall ship parade.
stands 90 feet high. 60 feet long and
is christened "The Welcome."
Snyder's new li\'ing quarters
floats in the waters of Kitten·. Mc.
and includes a chart room~ gaily
and bedroom. Although
confining. the three rooms squeeze

in an apartment-sized stove. sink,
toilet, shower and other
furnishings.
"It's so nice to live here. When
you're in bed you have the waves
rocking the boat a little bit, you
smell the sea air and get a good
night's sleep."
"l n the morning you can hear
the sea gulls calling and the
fishermen going to work. It's a
different feeling and a great one,"
said Snyder.
Along with the good points of
livin!! on The Welcome. however,
is a1; "endless amount of work to
be done," said Snyder.
Decks must be swabbed daily.

SNYDER, page 6

By Marion Sabella
The Student Activity Fee
Council (SAFC) plans to present
Sunday, bylaw changes which
would limit the Student Senate's
power.
The change that SAFC is really
looking for is "to streamline the
goverment (Student Senate),"
according to Tim Miller, SAFC
business manager.
The bylaw changes would cut
down on the number of times that
organizations need to go to the
Senate for approval concerning
line item transfers, PYR (previous
year reserves), loans· between
organizations, and control over
the special reserve fund, according
to Sara Jane Horton, SBP
(Student Body President).
This semester every student paid
a Student Activity Fee (SAF) of
$38. The SAF funds 12 student
organizations. The SAFC includes

the business managers of the 12
student organizations, five student
senators, Chairperson Laura
Nagy, Renee Ramano, Assistant
Director of Student Affairs.
Monte Childs, SAF treasurer, ,
and Bea Herbert, SAFO
accountant. The SAFC is one of
the seven councils under the
Student Senate.
One present bylaw proposed to
be changed is one that states no
organization may exceed $500 in
accumulated PYR spending
without going to the Senate
explained Miller.
"They (SAFC) want to make
changes-putting more control in
the Council and less check and
balance 111 the Senate," said
Horton.
"SAFC feels they are experts in
their fields and they don't feel the
Senate is attuned enough to vote
on these issues." said Laura Nagy,

SAFC Chairperson.
"The proposals do not take
away all of the Senate's power over
SAFC," Nagy added.
"WUNH is trying to raise
$10,000 by May, 1982," said Tom
Christie, WUN H station manager.
"We'd like to cut out SAF funds
(to WUN H). I don't approve of the
process of the doling out the
money. I don't think there's
enough research and I want to see a
greater in-depth budget process,"
added Christie.
"The Senate is being in the
business of representing the
students, not governing the
students," said Miller.
"The Senate is not educated in
the financial organization of the
student organizations," said David
Carle, president of SCOPE
(Student Committee on Popular

SAFC, page 7
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University granted use of Maine seacoast for study
By Martha Sleep
The University of New
Hampshire has been granted
permanent use of land on the
seacoast of Maine for research and
educational purposes.

The land, owned by Mr. and
Mrs . Philip Foster, is on Drake's
Island, in Wells , Maine . In March
of 1981, UN H entered in an
agreement with the Fosters • to
conserve, protect the land, and to

prevent development of it in any
manner which would conflict with
the natural, open and scemc
conditions.
\
The property, which will be
maintained by the Fosters, will be

used by graduate stude~ts and
professors who wish to do
research.
According to Thomas Lee,
assistant professor of botany, the
land is primarily sand dunes with

,..

GPA: 4.0

NICKS

HONDA
Call Bert Jackson - The Honda Expert
at Ed Byrnes, Inc.

Restaurant

for your Honda Education
742-1676

&

Lounge

welcomes

UNH ALUMNI

heavy vegetation. Research will be
limited since there can be no large
scale disturbance of the land.
· Lee is now in . the process of
drawing up guidelines for the use
of the area.
"It's a contribution the
University makes to preserving a
small parcel of natural land," Lee
said. ,
Taxes on the land, which is
about four acres, will be paid by
the Fosters. Heirs to the land are
bound by the agreement to the
same conditions.

•The
New lfamp.Bhire .

Have a Pleasant stay in :Ourham
Come in and enjoy a
UNH Trad1t10n

10• ""''

Men & Women(s

·

THE NEW COPY CENTER IN TOWN

DURHAM COPY

(Next to Franklin Ballroom)

Ellen Lozo (F
Hairstyling
Belknap St ormerly Uppercut)
742-1663
.. 0 over
65

REDUCTIONS
STAPLING
COLLATING
XEROX 8200 DUPLICATOR

Special Attention Given to:

Come See

RESUMES/THESES/DISERTA TIONS
TRAN_S PARENCIES/LABELS

President Handler
at

The President's

ooen s111 oaus a:30-5:30 m-F/8:30-12:00 sat.

Jenkins court-Durham

8&8-7031

When: Monday,
October 19
7:00 p.m.
Where: Granite
State Room,

MUB

THE HEAD OF THE
Sunday, October 18th

Come and cheer from the
Eliot Street Bridge
for·the UNH Crew Team

in colors & clown
white and minstrel black

Fabric
&
Candy

The Out Back
Main Street, Durham

(Races start at 9:00 am thru5:00 pm)
Say "Happy Birthday",

THE STONE CHURCH
on the hill in Newmarket

Homecoming Special
Refreshments 'Will be
serued

Rubber Masks with
fur, blood & falling eyes

Make-Up

CHARLES REGATTA

OPEN FORUM

HALLOWE'EN
HEADQUARTERS

"I love you",
whatever you wish,
with a floating

two nights of dancing music

Friday

BEN BALDWIN AND
THE BIG NOTE

BALLOON BOUQUET
by
CASMA

(the balloon co.)

oldies, r & b

Saturday ,

THE PENCILS

Sponsored by the

Livingston Taylor's back-up band

Student Senate

$1.00 OFF ADMISSION WITH
THIS AD UNTIL 9:30 p.m.

Selections to suit eYery
occasion, taste, & budget.

From ,l'l8.75 ddiYercd.
,659-5648
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-----C OOL -AID ------ -away from advice giving.
"We try to generate ideas within
the person to help them develop
different alternatives for what's
best for them," said Leaper. "We
don't know what's the best thing
for everybody."
The member stays on the line
with the caller as long as necessary,
anywhere from 20 minutes to two
hours, according to Lamarre.
An extensive file system of on
and off-campus referral resources
is accessible to Cool-Aid members
and, according to Leaper, callers
are referred to other sources in
"practically every case."
"Cool-Aid is usually not the
deciding factor in solving
someone's problem," Lamarre
said . "We're often just the first
place people turn to."
Sexuality and relationship
problems "seem to be the ~ost
frequent type of call "on the hotGeneral
line," said Lamarre.

<continued from page 3)
depression, l'm-not-happy-but-1don't-know-why calls are the
second most common.
But everything from alcohol
abuse to roommate conflicts to
general information questions get
called in at one time or another,
according to Leaper.
The hot-line does not attract a
lot of prank calls , according to
Leaper, and the ones that do occur
are usually "giggles followed by
instand hang-ups."
"We get enough prank calls to be
annoying," said Leaper, "but not
enough to qualify as a real
problem ."
Among Cool-Aid's other
functions are: an overnight "crash"
spot for people who need a place to
stay because of a crisis (there are
several beds and couches in the
office); a toll-free telephone
number for New Hampshire
residents outside of Durham; a
telephone tape line on which

CALENDAR '

people ask for educational tapes by
number without having to talk
about themselves; drop-in services;
and last resort emergency
transportation.
The strong sense of comraderie
that comes with being a member of
Cool-Aid was stressed by both
Lamarre and Leaper.
"We're pretty tight," said
Leaper, "Cool-Aid is such a large
part of my life right now."
Some experiences I encounter
really hit home with me. It's neat
when I can bring my own
experiences into use and help other
people."
According to Mariani, CoolAid got it's name from the fruitflavored drink .
"It was a catchy title." he said,
"Also, the word 'cool' was big in
the 60's. By calling the club that,
we hoped to create an image:
Cool-Aid is O.K., it's 'hip', 'in',
'decent', 'cool"'.

436-9644

CAFE PETRONELLA

full bar,
fine wines,
espresso, desserts.

dining

I
II

II

•
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EE800 SEMINAR: Application · of Sensitivity Functions for
Output Feedback Systems. Dr. Louis F. Godbout, Jr., Electrical
Engineering Dept., University of Hartford. Sponsored by Electrical
& Computer Engineering Dept. Room 306~ McConnell, 11 a.m.-12
noon.
MEN'S SOCCER: vs. Vermont. Lewis Field, 3 p.m.
HOMECOMING ALUMNI HOCKEY GAME: Snively Arena, 79:30 p.m. tickets: $2. Advance tickets on sale at Athletic Ticket
Office: tickets also on sale at the door. Reception following game at
the Alumni Center.
MUB PUB: The Eggs (new wave). Sponsored by MUSO. 8 p.m.
Admission: students $2; general $2.50 . UN H ID/ proof of age
required.

SATl lRDA Y. Ot·toher 17

HOMECOMING OPEN HOUSE: Elliott Alumni Center, 8 a.m.-6
p.m.
HOMECOMING l0K ROAD RACE: Parking Lot A, across from
the Field House, 9 a .m.
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: vs. Springfield College. Memorial
Field, 11 a.m.
HOMECOMING BARBECUE: Hamburgers, hot dogs, chowder,
potato salad, soft drinks (pay as you eat). Paul Sweet Oval, Field
House, 11 :30 a.m.-2 p.m .
HOMECOMING ALUMNI BAND CONCERT: Paul Sweet Oval,
Field House, 11 :30 a .m.
HOMECOMING PARADE: Parade of floats, antique cars, and
the UNH Marching Band, from Huddleston to the Field House.
Sponsored by Office of Student Activities . 12 Noon.
MEN'S FOOTBALL: vs. Lehigh. Cowell Stadium, 1:30 p.m .
Admission: reserved $6; general $4.
HOMECOMING PRESIDENT'S RECEPTION: Opportunity to
visit with Evelyn Handler, president of UN H. 1925 Room, Elliott
Alumni Center, 4-5 p .m . Refreshments served.
HOMECOMING DANCE AND CONCERT: Larry Elgart and his
orchestra play some sophisticated swing for your dancing or
listening pleasure. "'The secret of the Elgart touch is simple: it is the
business of making people want to get up and dance."Sponsored by
SCOPE and Celebrity Series. Granite State Room, Memorial
Union, 8 p.m.-12 midnight. Admission: $7 per person.
MU B PUB: The Eggs (new wave). Sponsored by M USO. 8 p.m .
Admission: Students $2; general $2 .50. UNH ID/ proof of age
required.

§

Hours: 6:00 - 12:00 weekdays

"-..,0"'_,.._,....,._,.._,....,....,._,.._,..~~.,_,.._,......o""....o""-".:'~_,..--o=cr~..-c:::.r....-cr~_,..~~uCOCc~.J

Sl!NDA Y. Ot•toher 18
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL: Wildcat Classic Tournament.
Lundholm Gym, Field House, 9 a.m.
SUNDAY EVENING FOLK SERVICE: Student led service.
Sponsored by United Campus ministry. Every Sunday evening,
Durham Community Church, Main Street, 6 p.m.
M USO Fl LM: "Ordinary People," starring Mary Tyler Moore and
Donald Sutherland.Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30
p.m. Admission: $ I or season film pass.
MU B PUB: Russ Dumont with Sunday N'ite Oldies. Sponsored by
MUSO. 8 p.m. Admission: 50¢.

MONDAY. Ot•tohc.•r 19

- Thursday, October 15Kickoff Pep·Rally & Bonfire
MUBHill, 7PM

Roaring '20's Dance
MU8Pub,8PM
Charleston &Jitterbug Contests
Free T-Shirts for Best Costume

-Friday, October 16Alumni Hockey Game

SWL LECTURE: You ... the Arti~ts! Creative excellence from the
true source. Steven and Christine Floyd will speak. Room 206,
McConnell, 7:30 p.m.
PHI BETA KAPPA LECTURE: The Elusive Peace in the Middle
East. Malcom H. Kerr, specialist in modern Middle Eastern affairs .
New England Center, 7:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER PREVIEW: Since 1885, "The Mikado"
has been the most celebrated and popular of all Gilbert & Sullivan
operas. Its colorful, topsy-turvy Gibertian humor is swept along by
Sullivan's rich musical setting. Directed by Gilbert B. Davenport
and Carol Lucha-Burns. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 8 p.m. Admission: $1, at door only.

Snively Arena, 7 PM
Reception 9:30, Alumni Center

-Saturday, October 17Homecoming Parade
Huddleston to Field House, 12 Noon

UNH vs Lehigh Football Game
Cowell Stadium, 1:30 PM
Cheering Contest

Larry Elgart and His Big Band
Dance, Granite State Room, MUB, 8 PM
Presented by Scope and the Celebrity Series

Tl lESDA \'. O•·tohc.•r 20
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: The Crisis of Fifth
Century Athens: .Euripides and Plato. Charles H. Leighton, AMLL
(Spanish). Room 303, James Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
ASCE LECTURE: Vibroflotation, a New Way of Compacting
Soils. George Reed, speaker. Room 311, Kingsbury, 1-2 p.m.
MUSO ARTS & LECTURES: David Frye, a comedian
impressionist and political satirist. Granite State Room, Memorial
Union, 8 p.m. Admission: students $2; general $4.50.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Mikado." Johnson Theater, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission: USN H students and
employees/ senior citizens $3; general $4.
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NOTICES
ACADEMIC
FACULTY CURF DEADLINE: Por submitting
proposals is October 23. Fo_rms ~vailable: Research
Office, Room 108, Horton Social Science. Only one copy
of the proposal is required. Questions, call Bea Day or
Jack Lockwood, 862-2000.
WSBE FACULTY ADVISING: Theme--Finance. Open
to all UNH students. Monday-Thursday, October 19-2~,
WSBE Advising Office, I :30-3:30 p.m. See Bulletin
board for details in McConnell.
GRADUATE STUDENT CURF DEADLINE: for
submitting proposals is October 30. ~orm~ available:
Research Office, Room 108, Horton Social Science. Only
one copy of the proposal is required. Questions, call Bea
Day or Jack Lockwood, 862-2000.
WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN
GEOLOGY: Herbert Tischler, Earth Science
Department, will discuss the educational and career
_ opportunities available in Geology and Oce3:nography.
Open to all undergraduates. Sponsored by ~1beral Arts
Advising Center. Tuesday, October 20, Hillsborough
Room, Memorial Union, I p.m.

CAREER
CAREER WORKSHOP FOR UNDECIDED
STU DENTS: Sponsored by Career Planning &
Placement, Counseling & Testing, and Liberal Arts
Advising Center. Monday, October 19, Grafton Room
Memorial Union, 3-4:30 p.m.
'
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS: Doing What
You E_njoy and Getting Paid for h. Sponsored by Career
Planmng & Placement, Counseling & Testing, and
Liberal Arts Advising Center. Tuesday, October 20,
Room 212, Hamilton Smith, 6-7:30 p.m. ·
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP:
Video tape, lecture and discussion sessions to help
students prepare for employment interviewing.
Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement Center.
Monday, October 19, Forum Room Dimond Library,
6:30 p.m.
CAREER PLANNl~G WORKSHOPS: Determining
Your Marketable Skills. Sponsored by Career Planning
& Placement, Counseling & Testing Center, and Liberal
Arts Advising Center. Thursday, October 22, Merrimack
Room, Memorial Union, 2:30-4 p.m.

(:U 'HS & OHGA'\IZATI01'S
WOMEN IN NON-TRADITIONAL CAREERS:
Monthly meeting. Sponsored by Durham Business and
Professional Women's Organization . Tuesday, October
20, Golden Shamrock, Route 125 north. 7:3p n.m .

---SNYDER--<continued from page 3)

SEAC6AST CHAPTER OF BREAD FOR THE
WORLD: Open meeting. Sponsored by United Campus
Ministry. Sunday, October 18, Wolff House, 2:30 p.m.
"JUMA" PRAYER FOR MUSLIMS: Sponsored by
International Student Association. Friday, October 16,
Carroll Room, Memorial Union, 12:30 p.m.
STU DENT POUTICAL FORUM / COMMITTEE
INSOLIDARITY WITH THE PEOPLE OF EL
SALVADOR: Open meeting. Every Monday, Room
224, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
OPENING OF WOMEN'S CENTER: Library feminist
works, referral service for health and couseling needs,
provides workshops and lectures. Monday, October 19,
Room 134, Memorial Union, open daily.
IVCF: Cliffe Knechtle will hold an open discussion about
Biblical Christianity. Friday, October 16, Room 212,
McConnell Hall, 7:30 p.m.
TAY-SACHS DISEASE SCREENING: Free blood test
for all Jewish students. Sponsored by Jewish Student
Organization-Hillel. Sunday, October 18, Hood House.
3-5 p.m.
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING MEETING: Every
Tuesday, Room 218, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
COMPl'TEH SEH\'ICE~
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed below.
Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or stop by Room
2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 charge for non-USN H
personnel.
HELP SESSION: For individual help about specific
problems. Tuesday, October 20, Stoke Cluster, 8-9:30
a.m.
INTERMEDIATE 1022: Two-session course will
explain addition· I features of system 1022, including
handling of multiple files and simple report writing.
Tuesday and Thursday, October 20 and 22, Stoke
Cluster, IO a.m.-12 noon. Pre-requisites: Beginning
Timesharing: Beginning SOS or Beginning TECO: and
Beginninu !022. Course kc: l4 ..
DECIO SEMINAR: This monthly seminar, geared to
experienced DECIO users consists of an initial question
and answer period followed by a discussion on an
announced topic. Tuesday, October 20, Stoke Cluster, 34:30 p.m.

COi ''\SELi'\(; & TESTI!\(; CE'\TEH

.excess water accumulated must be
pumped, and the blocks must be
oiled, Snyder said, but added that
"it's work that I enjoy."
The slim figured Snyder,
conditioned by sailing, hiking and
horseback riding, said the work is
far from strenuous.
"People may think I get lonely
but that's not true at all. I'm at
school during the day and it's
perfect for studying at night. My
friends come out to visit once in a
while too," said Snyder.
Yardarms, gaff rigged, forward
mast, and other nautical terms are
all part of Snyder's vocabulary

Red

because her "old salty dog" father
raised her on the wooden
schooners he is fascinated with.
Snyder rarely sails The
Welcome now due to the strong
tides but does pursue her sailing
interest "constantly" in the
summer months.
Even though the Massachusetts
native moved into The Welcome a
week before the fall semester
began, Snyder has spent two
previous summers on tne boat.
When asked if her kerosene
stove will provide heat on a cold
winter night, Snyder said, "If it
doesn't, I 'II find someone to keep
me warm."
·

cross: Ready for anew century~

+
MUSO FILM SERIES
presen'ts

STRESS MANAGEMENT GROUP: The focus will be
on techniques or meditation and relaxation useful in
dealing with stress . This will be a 4-week series. beginning
October 22, Counseling & Testing Center, Schofield
House, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. For information call 8622090 .
.
WEDNESDAY NITE SERIES WORKSHOP: Test
anxiety. Wednesday, October 21. Schofield House, 7

r .m.

Paramount Pictures Presents
oWilowood r:11 terprises Production ·ordinary People"
Dono id Sutherland. Mory Tyler Moore . Judd Hirsch. Timothy Hu t1 on
Music Adopted by Marvin Homl1sch
Screenplay by Alv111 Sargent . Produced by l<onold L Schwo rv
Directed by r<oberT Redford
A Paramount Picture

R

1.-::-:::~:.:]

RESTRICTED

-~-

UNO::A~~roiutoEJl ~CfuO~~~::ING

Copynqhl •~, MCMI XXX hy P,ir; unounl "'"""''

C, ,,,,,,,,1hon

AUR1qnt~ RP<-,f•N, ~d

:Bi

I
L:. .::::· •.

One of the most heart-wrenching and incisive dramas in
years. hath a critical and popular hit with stunning
pe1:f'ormances. A teenager (Timothy Hutton). troubled over
the fact that he failed to sm•e his older brother from
dru1rning. at1empts suicide. His parents( Mary Tyler Moore.
Donald Sutherland). affluent Chicago urbanites. do not
seem to he ahle tu restore the hoy'.\' confidence in himse/f; nor
du they themselves appear capable of true understanding.
Only over a period uftime is thefamilyahle to reconcile itse/l
tu /(le'.\' d(fficulties. A story told with real compassion.

Sunday, October 18th
7 & 9:30 p.m.
Strafford Rm.,MUB
$1.00 at door or movie pass
Coming: The Conversation
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-----------B ROOK----- -------culvert.
No dye tests have been done
recently in PCA, but Sanders said
he is "quite sure" drains from
either the ceramics lab or the stage
prop production area also are tied
into the culvert drain system. Dye
tests and appropriate repair work

ff'C

§

s

8

H

are· planned .. in a couple weeks,"
after crews finish repair work to
the heating system in the Service
Building and other work with
higher priority, Sanders said .
~!though Sande_rs _originally
believed the chalky hqu1d that was
.
.
.
leaking
into
t h e stream t h 1s

<continued from page 1)
weekend was from the ceramics
lab, he now thinks the material
came from the prop room behind
the theatre.
The culvert is the drain for a
sy~tem that catches_ water from
ram leaders from Kingsbury and
PCA roo f s, an d a Iso t h e

foundation drains from the two
buildings. The system was installed
when the buildings were built.
Kingsbury was constructed in 1949
and PCA in 19 59_ Work to fix the
draina e system will be extensive,
S d g a·d
an
ersgoing
s I • to take all kinds of
"It's
c c r ~ ~ ~ . & e o ~ ~ b u c k s and effort to fix," h~ said.
.
.
trWe're going to have to np the

Campus Copy
of
Durham
·
47 Main Street Durham. N. H. O3834

§
§ Resume Service

I§

1~:,~,t~':.e~~~\ 'f~e~~t~~,c:~~;1~:
gtaken near the Spaulding Life

Resume Consultation
8
Printing
88 Co•nu,·ng
S
r J

I

§~~.~~',.~P to get at the (floor)
§ Last Apnl, the Associat~d Press

Science building. Dye tests showed
pipes leading from a glass-washing
area emtied into college brook.
University crews fixed the faulty
drain, and others in SLS, this
summer.
Associate Professor of the Arts
Maryse Searls said tests done last
spring in PCA showed floor drains
from ceramics rooms do lead into
the brook, but that the sink drains
into the sewage system.
"'The only thing that goes down
the floor drain is water," Searls
said. "The glazes (ceramic
coatings) are only in the sink."

Typesetting
§
Typing
1-----SAFC---(continued from page 3)
Wedding Invitation Package t1Entertainment).
students and their immediate
A nnouncments
"SAFC feels a lot of little things problems, "Nagy added.

I

I

that have to go the Senate takes up
~a lot of time," said Nagy.
~ "The proposed changes "'.ill free
the Senate to deal more with the

868 -2450

R

The proposed changes will be on
the Student Senate's Sunday
agenda 6 p.m. in McConnell Hall.

,~..,.~~~--OC,-~-c,r.AY-.AY-..r~..-c ocr~~~..,.~J'"JCi00'8.______________,,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--i

alumni
association
career
niahts

Classified Advertising
only $1.00 in
The·-New Hampshire

The Alumni Office and the Office _o f Career Planning and Placement
present a seminar on careers in Sales.
Wednesday Oct 21
Alumni Center 7:30-9:00 p.m.

Learn firsthand about sales from the professionals who turn
textbook theory into reality.
Refeshments re rved.

The best contact
of~urlife.
Foran
unforgetable fall.

UNH DAIRY BIR
in the railroad station
across from the Field House

try our

"Footba 11 Weather Specia I"
Homemade
Soups, Salads

"Feel Safe" 90 day 100% returnable fee.
Highest quality lenses, FDA approved.
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit.
One year office visits.
No obligation in-office trial.
Complete eyeglass and
eye examination services.
Fitting by Dr. Lewis E. Palosky,
Optometrist.
In-office service plan available

Flavor of the Month
Ice Cream

& Sandwiches

Orio Cookie

·cHJLI
An educational project orthe Food Service Management
program of the Thompson School of Applied Science

123 Market Street, in the Historic District
Portsmouth, NH 03801 1603) 436-1200
Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM .
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----------A MAN------ -------relationship, Aman stresses.
At one point, deprogrammers
called her mother to inform her
that the Unification Church was
holding Cathy against her will and
that she would even kill her parents
if Rev. Moon asked her to .
For $3,000 they would kidnap
Cathy and bring her home, they
promised.
"This really shook my mother
up, but she knew me better than

that," Cathy said. "So she took all
their information and then told
them if they ever bothered her or
her daughter again she would call
the police."
By 1977, Cathy was staying at
the center in New York City and
performing in the International
Folk Ballet, sponsored by the
Unification Church.
It wasn't until 1979 that she
joined CARP, when they took

~},ff'f.!,-r'- .,._

<continued from page 3)
over the sponsoring of the dance
company. They toured campuses
and held discussions. Cathy also
lectured and taught dance classes
in a poor area of South Bronx.
At this time CARP had only
been established at a few major
universities--Columbia, Berkley,
and N.Y.U.
CARP's activites focused on
looking at current issues in light of
the Unification principles.
"We offer alternative solutions
to public and personal problems in
society today," Aman explained.
"By raising the morals of young
people they can go out into the
world with a wider viewpoint."
After a knee injury that left her
unable to dance in 1979, Cathy
moved to a CARP center on Wine
Cellar Road in Durham.
"It was quiet here and I needed
rest," she said. "I decided to go
back to .school."
Cathy started classes in
September of 1980, the same time
that she first applied for
recognition of CARP as a student
organization. She also started the
Performing Arts Club and was a
member of the Student Art

Association.
Last year, 18 to 20 people
regularly attended_ the meetings.
Many wanted to get involved in the
activities, before the denial of the
application.
Turnout was not as good this
year, although CARP has grown
since she first came to Durham.
"It's hard to get an organization
going when you can't get a regular
meeting place or time, "she pointed
out. "If people could meet at the
MU B, in a public place, it would
alleviate some of the fears caused
by the media."
Aman feels that if people knew ·
the true principles of CARP most
would find it is "the same things
they're looking for."
After the overruling this
summer of the University's
decision by the U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals in Boston, Aman filed
the second application, also
denied.
"The University has labeled us
guilty," she said. "We are not in a
position where we have to prove
anything. No one questions the
aims of the Marxist Research
· group ... The reason why they

-·. ,-. t?~1;r~
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denied us was because they said we
weren't an asset. Whether or not
the Gay Awareness Club is an asset
could be debated."
Her plans for CARP are still the
same, despite the University's
decision. These are:
--a talk every Wednesday night
dealing with principles and current
events.
--distribution of the World

Student Times.
--a World Relief Drive for food
and clothing for underprivileged
countries. '
--a two day trip to New York at
Thanksgiving to help sort and
pack these things.
"'I am not a liar. I am not a
deceiver," Aman says. "I still see
these goals as valuable. I hope
there are some students who can
see higher than the smallmindedness of the University."
Cathy has no problem getting
along with students on campus,
other than with those who cut
conversations short when they find
out her connections.
· One time in a store in New York,
one of the employees found out
about her CARP involvement. He
asked her to wait while he ran out
back.
"He got the people out back to
come look," Aman said, laughing.
"As if I'd look different."
She resents the vocabulary that
is used in reference to CARP.
however.
For examnple, she says. when
CARP has a seminar it is called
"indoctrination." When they
campaign for members it is called
"recruiting."
"If I'm nice it is called deception
or ma.nipulation," she continued .
"That's injustice and it makes me
angry."
Cathy Aman only grows more
determined as opposition
increases. She says she has
compassion for those basing their
attitudes about CARP on
ignorance.
She compares her sacrifices for
CARP to the sacrifices an athlete
makes to reach a goal.
"We see that there is a need for
the re-education of people, to
teach them to live on a higher
level," she said. "Every person is
valuable to the whole ... I am here to
bring the vision of this movement
into reality."

-MOM(continued from page 2)

Surrogate Mother. for the most
part he takes orders. makes
deliveries and. under the strict
supervision of his wife. does some
of the baking. He is, however, "on
the tasting end."
Business is moderate now but
the couple expects it to pick up as
the year goes on.
Anyone wishing to order may
call 742-4270 or write to Surrogate
Mother, P.O . Box 1275, Dover,
03820.

A MICHAEL CRICHTON FILM
"LOOKER''
ALBERT FINNEY
JAMES COBURN SUSAN DEY LEIGH TAYLOR-YOUNG
Produced by HOWARD JEFFREY Music by BARRY DeVORZON ·
Written and Directed by MICHAEL CRICHTON ~-:- __, A LADD COMPANY RELEASE
PG PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED CD PAN /11/,s,oN®
DOLSV STEREO .
0
TECHNICOLOR®
□a

THRU 'MRNER BROS
A WARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

Study Abroad
in

AUSTRIA
at the University of

SALZBURG
• Open to students in all major
fields.
• Requirements: two years of
college German and good
scholastic ~ing.

r.. _ _• _

MV

SOME MATERIAL MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR C1«.Df1EN

The University of New Hampshire

IN SELECTED THEATRES

·

.

·.

'<: 1981 lhe lodd Compony All 11,ghts 11ese""'.d

OPENS OCTOBER 23rd AT ATHEATRE NEAR-YOU!

For information:
Director: UNH Salzburg Program
Murkland Hall/AMLL-German
l,Jniversity of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire 03824
Tel: (603) 862-1218
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---------~EARBOOK--------( continued from page 1)

Clearwater Florida.
In a telephone conversation with
Pettengill on Wednesday, Wilson
said "She didn't say she'd been
working on it although I didn't ask
her." She did say that she has 80
pages left to do and we agreed that
I'll call her twice a week-or as I see
fit, and she will send me pages as
they are done." No date has been
set for completion.
Mary Tansit spokesperson for
Hunter Publishing company (the
firm contracted to produce the
Granite would not comment on the
number of pages they had received,
nor the amount of money that had
been sent to them). "We do not
give out this kind of information to
the press" she said.
Ken Sweet, faculty advisor to
the 1980 Yearbook and assistant
professor of Theatre and
Communications said that he
knew they were having problems
with the book, but had no idea that
it was that far from completion.
Sweet said that his non-paid
position was hardly ever used by
Pettengill or any of her staff. "I
hardly talked to her--they weren't
coming to me," he said.
Since the beginning of school,
the Granite ha s "received at least
100 letters and an average of these
to four calls a day as to where the
1980 year .book is," said Wilson.
William Rothwell, director of
Alumni Affairs said "there has
always been a year book. Even
during the war, they were
published . I feel very strongly
about it and it would be a terrible
shame for that year book not to be
published."
According to Wilson the
Alumni Association has offered to
pay postage for a letter to the class
of 1980, stating the reasons for
delay in the Yearbook .
"That's very generous of them,"
said Laura Nagy, director of the

Student Activities Fee Council
(SAFC), which oversees
organizations expenditures.
According to Nagy, the Granite
receives the largest percentage of
the student tax. This year; $6.97 of
the $38.00 madatory fee went to
the Granite.
Said Nagy of the problems with
the Granite; "It happens every

year. The Editor is always stuck
with the last 100 pages to do on
their own ." In previous years, the
yearbooks have not made their·
publisher's deadline. "She
( Pettengill) was a perfectionist,"
said Nagy. "She wanted it to be
perfect. .. Hopefully the task force
(set up by the Student Senate to
review the Granite) will look into

these problems so they don't keep
.
occuring."
"I think the structure of the
organization needs to be
reconstructed," said Wilson. "It's
been a place where people haven't
wanted to come back ... it's too
much work. "This is my first year
on the staff. I was hired because of
my production knowledge and my

enthusiasm."
Wilson cited some pos1t1ve
changes are being made now. This
year the staff contracted with a
hew publishing company. They are
also ahead of scheducl in receiving
photo supply material, a major
cont~ibuting factor to the delay of
previous yearbooks.
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Main Sltlll, Durham

TONIGHT

DOING WHAT YOU ENJOY ·AND
GETTING PAID FOR IT
Learn how to identify your
work interests and motivations

Stillwater
Run
Band

Tuesday, October 20

9-Closing

6:00 - 7:30 PM_

· Hamilton Smith Hall - Room 212

Happy Hours
Mon.-Fri.3:00p m-7:00 pm

THE WORLD
IS YOUR CAMPUS

Career Program Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement Service

Scope/Celebrity Series
Presents

Dance Concert
With

Larry Elgant
And His Orchestra
Two World itineraries are
offered in 1982, sponsored by
the University of Pittsburgh.
AROUND THE WORLD: sails March 4, 1982
from Ft. Lauderdale - Spain, Greece,
Egypt, Israel, India, Sri Lanka, Philippines,
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, Japan.
AROUND THE WORLD : sails Sept. 8, 1982 from Seattle.
More than 60 university courses, with in-port and voyage-related emphasis. Faculty from
University of Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Repvblic of China, available.
Participation is open io qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities. Semester
at Sea admits students without regard to color. race or creed. The S.S. Universe is fully airconditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America.

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh,
Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in .
California call (714) 771-6590).

Representative will be in the MUB on Tues., Oct. 20 and Thurs., Oct; 22
10:30 a.m. - 2.110 p.m.

October 17
Granite State Room

8-12 P.M.

Students $5, General Public $7
Faclllty *6
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Gran d Open ing
Monday & Tuesday Only

Bring in your roll of Kodacolor II,
Kodachrome , or Ektachrome film along with
this coupon and we will( process it ·tor only
99C. It's a fantastic offer to introduce you to
our quality photofinis.h ing services. Sorry
we can not extend this offer to foreign films.
Lim it one rol I per customer.
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University Forum
Bill Carey

Was t_h e CARP .decision fair?
When the Student Organizations Committee
announced their recommendation that CARP again be
denied recognition as a student organization, I was far
from surprised, and I was relieved.
The recommendation came after a four hour hearing
that consisted largely of testimony from former
Unification Church members (Moonies). Indeed, this
testimony formed the bulk of Director of Student
Activities Jeff Onore's case. It was this testimony which
produced the relief I felt upon hearing the committee's
decision, but it was also this testimony that, upon later
reflection, led me to question whether CARP had been
given a fair shot. Did that October I hearing constitute
adequate "further investigation" as ordered by the U.S .
.
District court of appeals in Bo_s ton?
The feeling that seethed within me after hearing the
testimony of the witnesses Onore called forth was one of
anger. What emerged from the testimony, in my mind,
was that CARP represented a threat to man's most
valuable asset; his ability to reason. It is reason that gives
us the capacity to function within the different
environments in which we find ourselves. Reason allows
for the control of one's actions, reason draws the line
between wanting to be and simply being. To take away a
person's ability to reason is, in essence, to take away that
.
person .
All of Onore's witnesses emphasized the threat CARP
represented to this invaluable resource. One by one they
related the patented process of Moonie mind control. All
claimed that as Moonies, they were subjected to this
process and transformed from people into tools. As
former Moonie Gary Scharff termed it, they became
••balls to be kicked toward the church's goals." Jill Shute
emotionally related the feeling of helplessness associated
with being brainwashed by the Moonies. By the time Kim
Butler finished telling of 21 hour a day indoctrination
sessions I was mad as hell. How dare they do this to
people? Where do they get off turning members of our
society into robots?
But this anger I felt impeded the very ability I was
convinced they were a threat to; my ability to reason. My
perception of CARP had been formed by the emotion I
felt; the result of the testimony of four people-who could
hardly be called impartial. Although I had read and
heard of the charges they spoke of many times before, it
was the emotional atmosphere which these people
created that formed the basis of my. judgement.
After hearing the testimony of these witnesses it was
time to hear CAR P's side of the story. It was time to hear
Kathy Aman (CARP president) and Michael Tillman
(treasurer) answer the charges laid upon them and their
organization. It was time to refute the claim that CARP is
nothing more than, as Scharff asserted, "a college front
for the Unification Church," time to restate that their
goals on campus are not geared to recruiting members
and raising funds for the Unification church, that they do
not practice deception, that they have every intention of
adhering to the rules of the University. ·
But what possible weight could her te~'1imony carry?
She was a Moonie, one of Rev. Moon's pathetic, ·
brainwashed souls. In my mind - and I think in the minds
of others present-. her testimony w~s invalid by reason of
what had been said earlier. Former Unification church
member Doug Lenz had stated that Moonies prescribed
to the notion that their work in promoting the "devine
principle" justified lies. I was torn between two
perceptions of Aman:
~ Aman as a victim of the Moonie mind control process
who deserved sympathy, but certainly not credibility.
-Aman as part of the evil church hierarchy that directs

shots. They expected me to believe that - those lying
Moonies (or those poor diluded creatures). Sure their
goal is to create a sense of global patriotism. Who do they
think they're kidding? Whatever they said, I knew better.
.
.
I wasn't going to fall into their trap.
Once I had accepted the premise that Moonies had no
control over their faculties, the specifics of the case
became insignificant. They were a threat and couldn't be
trusted. As the line of an editorial in the New Hampshire
went: I knew who they were and there was no place for
·
Jbem at UNH .
After reflecting on this pattern of logic which I fell into
on that first evening of October, I can't help but ask how
many other people attending the hearing suffered similar
effects regarding their discerning judgement.
Furthermore, I have to question whether a hearing which
produced this narrow perspectiv_e can be called fair.

Moonie activities.
In either case, her testimony and that of Tillman
carried no weight .with me.
On the contrary, due to the atmosphere which the
testimony of Onore's witnesses produced, everything
Aman and Tillman said only reinforced Onore's case
presentation. Sure the Unification Church didn't call the

"/ am unable to agree that denial of · student
organization recognition for CARP will lead to any
significant infringement of the First Amendment."
Dean of Student Affairs Gregg Sanborn

Bill Carey is ajunior political science major at UN Hand
surfs in the o.ffseason.

Bob Fischer

Energy policy? What energy policy?
When the President calls for the elimination of an
executive agency, he would expect considerable public
---- ·
opposition.
In reality, however, President Reagan's plan to abolish
the Department of Energy (DOE) ~ has concerned
Americans ress than Nancy's choice of White House
china. In his fine theatrical style, Mr. Reagan's timing
was perfect.
Two years have passed since the last car waited in an
hour-long gas line. We hear reports of a weakened
OPEC; journalists hail the end of the "energy crisis."
In a nation plagued by cuts in welfare, food stamps,
and school lunch programs, energy policy commands
little attention. President Reagan's actions are, however,
worthy of serious scrutiny.
With the appointment of James Edwards, a South
Carolina dentist, as Secretary of Energy, Reagan sent
energy policy in a new direction. The new
administration's free market approach to energy
problems replaced President Carter's pleas for
conservation.
A careful look at Reagan energy policy will reveal a
blatant inconsistancy between Mr. Reagan's free market
philosophy and his actions.
According to the National Energy Policy Plan (July
I 981 ). "the Administration's clear and consistent
adherence to free market principles will remove artificial
barriers and provide a major impetus to the development
of'ren~;Vf ~~e fuel tec.hnologjss; ·: :"ith tt,is n~w.di.~e~!i~rn ..

the fiscal year 198.2 solar energy budget was cut by 67
percent and the conservation budget was slashed by 75
percent. .In an act that clearly contradicts the
administration's stated ••consistent adherence to free
market principles,'' the 1982 nuclear budget was
increased by 36 percent.
DOE spokesman Philip Garon was quoted in a recent
Washington Post article as saying that "the marketplace
will encourage people to use solar energy on their own,
but the nuclear industry is weak and requires a
government presence to put it on a stronger footing."
According to "the magic of the marketplace," as Mr.
Reagan calls it, weak industries should be allowed to die
so that more efficient ones can take their place. The sick
nuclear industry seems to be an exception for the Reagan
administration.
Congressman Richard Ottinger, chairman of the
House Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and
Power referred to the President's nuclear energy policy as
"nothing more than a Chrysler-type bailout that will cost
the taxpayers billions of dollars."
President Reagan's plan to abolish the Department of
Energy is as contradictory as his nuclear policy. Reagan's
plan is to abolish DOE and move energy programs to
other agencies. Total fiscal savings are estimated at .
between one and 11 percent of the 1983 energy budget.
A~cording to Budget Director David Stockman, these
s·a vings could be realized without abolishing the agency.
Further, the scattering of energy programs throughout
the . q4r.c~u;.c;r# CY, , w9.µld,_ ,.r~s_1,1_lt . ,in pupLi~c1,tjqq ang

inefficiency, the evils Reagan claims to be fighting.
As President Reagan's budget office concluded,
abolishing DOE would result in little savings. The
administration's budget estimates indicate that there still
would be a need for most existing energy programs to
continue if DOE was eliminated. It is unclear, however,
why Mr. Reagan is adverse to having all energy programs
in one coordinated agency.
The one program spared from this horrendous plan is,
of course, nucl.ear power. A new agency, The- Federal
Nuclear Administration, would be established to
continue the nuclear functions of DOE if it is abolished.
Remaining solar and conservation programs would be
divided up between the National Science Foundation and
the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
The end result of Mr. Reagan's plan is an energy policy
that would only benefit the nuclear industry.
With the current stability in energy markets, energy
has become a non-issue for many people. President
Reagan's -senseless plan to abolish DOE and his
departure from free market principles to aid nuclear
power at the expense of conservation and solar programs
has again made energy policy a crucial issue. It's time to
let Mr. Reagan know how we feel about his energy policy.

f;

Boh Fischer is a senior economics major st UN Hand
interned this summer in the Office o/Alcohol Fuels in the
•• •.}
D. C. _
Energy in Washington.
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Editorial
Student Senate

•
image
for
new
a
Time
added, this internal organization comes at
significant expense. \\Thile the Senate is busy
making rules and creating an internal structure
of committees, they fail to adequately address
issues of general student concern.
The Senat~ must realize its internal
organization is just a vehicle through which
goals can be accomplished and not an end in
itself.
With an 80-page constitution, the Senate is
bound to have the problems of a muddled
bureaucmtic organization.
The current propopsals by one council of the
Senate, the Student Activity Fee Councii
(SAFC), point to the necessity for the Senate to
streamline its cumbersome structure.
SA.FC will present several by-law changes to
the Senate this Sunday. The changes are aimed
mainly at reducing red tape in the council's
dealing!' with the Senate, and, as the origin~tors
of the bill hope, the changes will make the Senate
look closely at some of the redundancy in its
bureaucmtic system.
When will things change? When, if ever, will
the Senate put aside its petty dealings, take off
the lilly gloves and start pun.c hing away at
specific solutions to parking, housing
academics, the libraty, the budget?'?'??

ignomnce on the part of the students; if so, the
Senate should take immediate steps to change
this image. But from past observations, it
appears much of the students' perception is well
founded.
The Senate seems to have concentrated much
of its efforts this semester in developing good
'working' relations with the administmtion.
However, it appears social parties and informal
gatherings may have ·back-fired on the Senate,
giving them the reputation of pushovers.
Take, for example, a recent comment by an
administmtor who said the students are not as
forceful or informed on the issues as they once
were. He saw the Senate as presenting little
challenge to the status quo.
Another administrator hc11f-jokingly said the
Senate works hard to have money allocated for a
project, but seldom follows through to make sure
the expenditures are made. With a large budget,
for example in Residential Life, the
administmtion can easily say the full amount
was spent without doing so.
One student, who had been involved in
student goverment for three years, said he has
never seen the Senate's internal structure,
which is comprised of eight committees, looking
so well organized. Unfortunately, as the student

The 'voice 0fthe students', the Student Senate,
has the potential to act as a strong representative
of student needs. So why is it many students feel
the Senate is a pompous and useless
organization?
With more than 50 members, the Senate has
the capability to research student needs and
challenge the existing systems at the University
in order to secure these needs. But...
What is the Senate really doing about Parking?
Housing? Academics? The Library? The
Budget?
One student, who had been active in student
organizations during his years at the University,
said he honestly felt the Student Senate has done
_
absolutely nothing.
Why would this student feel this way?
Another common response among students
is 'I don't know much about them ... tl1ey don't
seem to do anything... at least not of importance
to me.'
This type of response reveals one major
problem with the Senate: the 'voice of the
students' doesn't talk to the students.
Surely, Senate meetings are open to the public.
But, meetings are percieved as long and subject
matter thin.
Perhaps this perception of the Senate is due to
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Letters
Energy

is able to have a more reasonable and
rational symposium about energy
technologies for the 80\. because there
arc certainly other viable energy
sources that arc far safer than nuclear
power.
David Drukker

To the Editor:
I am writing to The Nell' Hampshire
to express my outrage over the 'Enc1'gy
for the 80's' symposium held on
Tuesday. October 13. The symposium
was to "discuss issues and answer
questions about energy for the 80\ and
111c cno1cc 01 1ccnnolog1cal
To the Editor:
On Tuesday evening 1 attended the
opportunities." I was hoping 10 head a
Symposium entitled "Energy for the
discussion of many of the possible
80's: A Decade of Opportunities"
· energy sources for the near future. but
instead was bombarded by a group of
featuring Dr. Edward Teller and
pro-nuclear scientists who gave lilllc
sponsored by the departments of
time to any other \'iablc energy sources
Physics and Electrical Engineenering. I
expected that there would be a bias
for the near future .
towards nuclear energy. given the
Dr. Edward Teller. the featured
backgrounds of the speakers .
speaker and the father of that Wonder
However. I was appalled to discover
of Technology. not to mention death
that it was nothing but a blatant sales
and destruction. the Hydrogen Bomb
pitch for nuclear energy technologies
paid lit1lc attention to the problem of
and I failed to detect how the
energy for the 80\ . Instead he focused
presentations addressed the 80's as a
on his personal phobia of the creeping
communist threat of Soviet Russia .
decade of opportunities.
I believe that the University should
Another speaker was Dr. Bernard
provide a forum for a free exchange of
Cohen. Dr. Cohen added a touch of
i d c a s . h o w e \' c r , w e h a , .c a
humor to the symposium by his absurd
responsibility to accurately represent
comparison between the dangers that
the purpose and content of any
smoking. remaining unmarried.
dri\'ing a small car and ha,·ing a high
advocacy presentation. What was
pressure job l1as on an indi\'idual's
billed as a symposium. turned out to be
longc, ity compared to the relatively
the traveling road show of a pronuclear lobbying organization . i feel it
low impact that nuclear energy has on
is irresponsible for Uni\ersity
liti.: expectancy. Unfortunately. he
departments to be a party to this
neglected to mention that many of
these things arc , ·oluntary and that
misrepresentation of intent.
Larry G . Harris
nuclear accidents and exposure to high
lewis of radiation arc not.
Dr. Cohen also mentioned the
widct,· bclicn:d defense of nuclear
cncrg~·.. 1ha1 is that no one has ever died
as a result of 1'1uclcar power. This is
totall\ false. Herc I would like to call
To the Editor: .
attcniion to the Sl.-1 cxperimcnt,d ·
Here we go again! Every year the
reactor in Idaho. circa 1%1 . On
debate in The New Hamp"·hire
.lanuan· 3. 1961. there ,nis·an accident ,.· contimics·10 rage regarding 6n-camp·us
at 1i1e· experimental facility , Jhac
!1.l)Using for transfer students. In his
resulted in the deaths of three men
letter to the editor this past Tuesday,
working on the reactor from intense
Jim Scammon criticizes the Student
radiation exposure.
~ .:..·
Senate for still not doing anything for
The reactor cxp.yrienced ,. ..a1)
transfers.
accidentul build up of pressure tl1ai
· ,, Last" winter a housing priority
caused the reactor ,esscrto life lh;n,-its ~- q>mmittee was formed to look at the
moorings and smash info the c;eiling.
present priority list. This · co111inittec
One of the three \'ictims i ·as pinned "to
consisted of members from the Student
the l'eiling by a highly rl.ldioacti,e fuel
Senate. Residential Life. the
rod that burst out duri11g the.iccidcnL
Commuter Ti·ansfc.r. tenter';
After a' period of time. the amou111 of
Admissions and the Registrars Office.
radiation in the bodies was lowered so
One of the priorities of this committee
the,· could recein: a decent burial. but
was the need for housing for new
the.totally exposed heads and hands of
transfer~.
'
the victims were so highly radioactive
The final report of this committee
that they had to he se,ercd from the
came out on March 13, 1981. lnit.new
bodies and buried separately in lead
transfers wrc raised from number seven
to number five on the housing priority
c:ontainers .
I am not sorr,· that I cannot do as
list. Now I realize that this gets them
Dr.Cohen said :,nd "Get smart and
virtually no where when it comes to
forget this goddamn emotion." When
getting on campus housing because of
human li,es arc at stake. I get . the over demand for housing by
emotional. I ju~l hope I that the ·
returning students and freshmen. This
Uni\'ersity. sometime in the near futurt;
is from the final report of that

Transfers
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committee, "Because of the expected
over demand for housing, the
committee is in agreement on the
following points:
I. There will be no on-campus
housing for new transfer students until
all on-campus students a-re afforded
housing."
It shall be noted that there were
significantly different opinions on the
priority of new transfers versus
current on-campus resid.ents.
However, there were two more points
that swayed the committee:
I. The obligation of the University to
students who come to UN H as
freshmen and remain throughout their
college career.
2. There are approximately 800
juniors and seniors living on campus in
the fall. In a lottery it would be possible
to choose 400 or 50o/c of these students
to lose their housing. The commiuee's
feeling was that this was too high a
percentage of the leaadership in the
residence halls and that a lower
percentage of sophomores, juniors,
and seniors would be more
appropriate. Residential life is quite
firm in their stand regarding the
breakdown of leadership based in the
dormitories.
When it had been established that
transfers would not be given housing
until after on-campus residents wre
offered hous·i ng Martha Byam-Finke
and some members of the Student
Senate presented a proposal for a
transition plan. This has been put into
effect and it is largely through the
efforts . of the Commuter Transfer
center.
Now, I realize Mr. Scammon. that it
is your opinion "that transfers are as
important as freshmen and should be
given higher priority with respect to
University housing than upperclassmen who arc not transfers." Those are
your opinions. however, and obviously
not those of the Committee on Housing
Priority, Residential Life, or the
Sudent Senate.
Next time you accuse the Student
Senate of not following through with
their pr~posals, i.e., not using the
Transfer Center to its full potential,
.know your facts!
Andy Katz.
,
Student Body Vice President
Martha Little
Commuter Council Chairperson

CARP
To the Editor:
I am responding to Jim Emonds's
letter published in the October 9
edition of The Nell' Hampshire.
Certainly the controversy
surrounding CARP\ history elicits
emotional responses from m.:1ny
students and faculty. I willnot deny the
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obvious. Though I admire your
concern for maintaining freedom of
speech, religion. and assembly in this
country. our Constitutional freedoms
are not the issue.
The University is in · no way
"depriving" members of CARP from
assembling on this campus. Arty
student may reserve a room at the
MU B for the purpose of meeting. What
CARP is denied is officia I recognition
as a UNH student organization.
Recognition as such would allow this
group to use the University's name in
conjunction with their activities and to
have possible access to student activity
funding. CARP failed to meet the
requirements for recognition. This was
not an emotional decision.
Personally, _I am sure that CARP
will continue to exist with or without
formal recognition and while funding
may not seem important since it l)as
other means of raising money, the use
of the Uniwrsity's legitimacy in the
eyes of skeptics. I strongly support the
decision to deny c;- ARP recognition as
a UNH student organization.

institutions (i.e. the schools and
teachers of our nation). most parents
have resigned the basic job of
parenting ... to educate their children.
Go out and play. Go watch tclc\'ision.
Here's some cash, go to the mo,ics .
Both parent and child have become
islands unto themselves.
But children crave the interaction
between themselves and their parents.
But when that educational exchange is
blocked. kids turn to their next best
source--their friends. Yet their friends
can often be just as ignorant of alcohol
_a nd its side effects as they arc
themselves. And because it must be
okay to drink (back to the everybody's
doing it syndrome). everything
proceeds along on the flying carpet of
blissful ignorance. That is. until one
day you realize that a close friend or
even you yourself has become an
alcoholic.
It's not an overnight development.
You're not alright one day and an
· alcoholic the next. The process is slow:
sometimes almost imperceptible. and
can take as long as twenty years beforeW. Wyckoff
the third stage of alcoholism is reached.
As the product of an alcoholic
household, I know first hand about the
effects of drinking not only on the
alcoholic but also on his/ her family.
Think about how you would feel
To the Editor:
careening down the road ( I mean all
I read with great interest the page
over the road) in the family car with
one a rticlc in Tuesday's Nel\·
your drunken father at the wheel or
Han7J1.~hire on the growing problem of
having a loaded .303 shotgun pointed
alcohol abuse on campus. As anyone
at ~our head with the threat of having
who goes to UN H can attest to, the.
your brains blown against the wall. I
consumption of booze in Durham is of
know how I felt because both of these
staggcri ng ( no pun intended)
events happened to me before I was ten
proportions. But in trying to deal with
years old. Those are two of literally
this momentous problem. arc we really
dozens of incidents that occured while I
addressing the heart of the matter or
was growing up.
just the surface consequences of
Ket;ping what l'\'e said in mind. is it
drinking'! The point I'm trying to make
really the responsibility of the
to Dean Sanborn. Asst. Dean Garvev.
University to educate its students about
to. everyone. is that instead of
alcohol'! Of course not. It should be one
concentrating on facts and figures, let's
of the obligations of being a parent-. But
turn our attention to two central issues
with so many absentee parents today
concerning alcohol and its abuse-we literally have a generation of young
I. Why we as students drink and
adults 1101 only ignorant of the evils of
more importantly why we drink when
alcohol but also lacking a firm basis
·we do.
upon which to build their lives. So
2. ls·itreally the rc;sponsibtlity of.the
conse4uently the University must take
University to educate its students about
on this task of alcohol education,
alcohol, taking up precious time and
something which is totally unrelated to
resources that could be used in
the concept of "higher educataion".
academic pursuits?
Yes. I do drink. I'd be a hypocrite ifl
Peopled rink for a myriad number of
said I didn't. But as future parents
reasons (and according to your article
yourselves go to a seminar on alcohol
97~; of -the student body arc drinkers).
(if and when theyareoffered)and learn
but most e\'eryone starts because
"everyone else is doing it" including · all that you can. You ll'il/ haw the
power to teach your children. don't
mom and dad. It's socially acceptable
relinquish that duty to an institution .
to have a few pops and sometimes even
This letter was not meant as an
encouraged.
indictment against individual parents
But with parents transferring the
or students, but a general overview by
responsibility of I) educating their
someone who has been there. Don't
children. 2)instilling in them some
ever hurt yourself or the ones you love.
semblance of moral values. and 3)
Joel Folliard
general knowledge of life and its
Engelhardt
expectations to public and private
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Do you know what the
Platypus f eople Plunker
is doing October 17?

GOLDEN SHAMROC K
CAFETERIA
DINNERS

SANDWICHES

All served with potato, vegetable,
· and homemade bread.

---

Dunking People for Cystic Fibrosis
The dunking machine will be located
near the bleachers by the football
field from I :00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Stoke 5th floor
1 shot/50¢ or 3/75¢

pork pie
salmon pie
swedish meatballs
stuffed cabbage
fried clam plate
fried scallop plate
fried haddock plate
roast' lamb, stuffing,
mint jelly
roast beef, stuffing
roast turkey, stuffing
meat loaf

s2.79
2.99 .
2.99
2.99
3.75
4.25
2.99

3.65
3.65
2.79
1.59

1:00 Student Body President
1:10-1;45 Freshman C:aipp
1:45-2:15 Area I, II, III
2:15 ROTC
Half Time Sororities, Fraternities
3:00-3:30 Residerltial Life/Student
Affairs
3:30-4:00 Athletic Teains
( Schedule is subject to change)

cube steak with
peppers & onions
s1.64
cube steak on a bun
1.39
hot dog
.65
hamburg
.79
cheeseburg
.99
egg salad on a bun
.59
tuna salad
.89
grilled _c heese
.49
western (egg, ham, & onion)
.99
bacon, lettuce, & tomato
1.39

DRINKS

DESSERTS
Dunking Schedule

A II served on homemade
-bread or rolls.

homemade pie of the day
grapenut pudding (homemade)
ice cream, per scoop
hot fudge sundaes

.79
.79
.25
.89

tonic
coffee
tea
.milk
hot chocolate

.25
.25
.25
.25

&
&
&
&

.45

.45
.45

.45
.45

SIDE ORDERS
trench fries

.55, .85, & 1.35

Only 6 Miles From Campus!
Good Food

Fast Seruice

Rte. 125, Barrington, 2 miles No. from Lee Traffic Circle
Owners: Thomas & Doris Saulnier
Hours: 6 days .I I a.m. to 8 p.m. Closed Sunday

(Third of Fiue Articles)

se1ua1 Harassment:A-Hidden -Issue

· What is ''Sexual Harassmen t?''
Sexual Harassment is difficult to define. It may range. from
sexual inuendos made at inappropriate times, perhaps in the guise
of humor, to coerced sexual relations. Sexual harassment can
happen to both men and women, however, since in most work and
academic settings; the majority of supervisors or professors are
men, the victim is usually a woman. Although there may be
instances of students who initiate or encourage sexual activities
with male professors, harassment is distinct from ·•acceptable"
flirting; however, on occasion this line may be difficult to draw
Harassment at its extreme occurs when a male in a position to
control, influence, or affect a woman's job, career or grades uses
his authority and power to coerce the woman into sexual
relations, or to punish her refusal. It may include:

*verbal harassment or abuse
*subtle pressure for sexual activity
*sexist remarks about a woman's clothing, body or sexual
activities
* Unnecessary touching, patting or pinching.

*offensive leering or ogling of a woman's body
*constant brushing against a woman's body
*demanding sexual favors accompanied by implied or overt
threats concerning one's job, grades, letters of recommendation,
etc.
*physical assault
Because the male is in a position of authority as professor,
mentor, or supervisor, a woman, therefore, may be at great risk if
she objects .to the behavior or resists the overtunes. It is this
context which underlines the gravity of the problem of sexual
harassment.
In sexual harassment the man overtly or implicitly threat'ens the
woman with loss of economic livelihood, or with academic failure
and hence loss of future livelihool A woman cannot freely choose
to say yes or no to such sexual advances. The fear of reprisal looms
formidable for many women when deciding how to react to sexual
harassment. To refuse sexual dem~nds may mean jeopardizing
her future, her career, her grades. In the case of working women,
the decision to ~mply quit a job is a luxury she may not be able to
afford.

Adapted from Sexual Harassment: A Hi'dden Issue, June. 1973,
Project ori the Status and Education of Women, Association of
American Colleges. 1818 R. Street, Washington, D.C. 20064

Sponsored by the Dean of Students Office
in conjunction with:
Affirmative Action Office
Commission on the Status of Women

Counseling and Testing Service
Cool Aid
Office of Residential Life
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Arts & Features
Homecoming ·promises everyone something
By Nancy Brockman
Hom ecoming seems to be
emanating a special feeling across
campus this year. Perhaps it is the
choice of the roaring twenties
theme that raises the UN H spirit.
"There was a lot going on in that
decade," said ' Maureen Sullivan,
this year's Homecoming
coordinator. But what it is boiling
down to is the student's response
toward the festivities of
Homecoming '81: 'Tve never
experienced it before, this is my
first Homecoming;" Stephanie
McGurrin commented. "I can feel

a lot of excitement on campus, and .
that makes me excited."
UNH Homecoming 1981 began
last night with a pep rally, bonfire
and roaring twenties dance, but the
fun and competitions continue
tonight with the Alumni Hockey
Game. Former UN H hockey stars
such as Graham Bruder and Mike
Ontkean return to Snively Arena
at 7 · p.m. tonight to play an
exciting game of hockey. The game
price is two dollars, and all
proceeds go to support this year's
UN H hockey team. Following the
game, all are invited to a cocktail

Larry Elgart and his Orchestra will perform at the
SCOPE/ Celebrity Series sponsored dance on Saturday night.

EVENTSMUB PUB: "The Eggs," a Boston-based rock and roll band will
play Friday and Saturday nights . With back-up band "Toute Suite."
8 p.m., $2 students, $2.50 non-students. UN H 1.0. and proof of age
required: under 18 not admitted.
UNH Celebrity Series presents Larry Elgart and his Orchestra,
traditional big-band swing music to dance to or just for listening.
Refreshments and a "speak-easy" cafe upstairs. proof of age
required. In the Granite State Room, MUB, 8 p.m., $7 general. $6
faculty and staff. $5 students.
·
Johnson Theater: The Mikado. Gilbert and Sullivan's operetta.
opens the season with a preYiew Monday night at 8 p.m . All tickets
$1.
Theatre by the Sea: Agatha Christie's mystery thriller The
Mouse1rap continues through October 25th with performances
Tuesday-Friday 8 p.m .. Saturday 5 and 9 p.m .. and Sunday 3 and
7:30 p.m. Tickets $7.50-$11. Special student rush tickets $3.50
aYailablc just before curtain.
MUSO Film Series: Ordinary people. Robert Redford's academy
award-winnii1g film. with Donald Sutherland and Mary Tyler
Moore. Sunday. October 18. 7 and 9:30 p.m .. Strafford Room.
MU B. Admission $1 or film pass.
AMLL Film Series: S11·ept A 1rn_r. directed by Lena Wertmuller.
In Italian. subtitles. Monday. October 19. 4:30 p.m .. and Tuesday
the 20th 8 p.m. In Murkland 110. Admission $1 or film pass.

reception in the Alumni Center
beginning at 9:30 p.m.
After Friday's night full of
hockey, the UNH campus steps
back in time to the age of the
Roaring Twenties. Saturday, at
noon, in front of Huddleston Hall,
the Homecoming parade begins its
march to the Field House.
Sullivan commented that there
are "seventeen floats this year,
which is a considerable amount
more than last year." In
accordance with .,,the roaring
twenties theme , the floats will be
decorated with s·tills and "speakeasy" bars, because of the time of
prohibition . gangsters in
• pinstriped suits, and flappers in
flapper dress, may also be seen
atop the floats, perhaps
frequenting the stills or dancing
the jitterbug. Sullivan said, "Last
year's prize money for the floats
was 50 dollars, but this year
because of the increase in entries
and the 5 dollar'entry fee, the total
prize money is 200 dollars." She
added, "The biggest part of
Homecoming this year is the
response we've gotten." Sorority
Delta Zeta and Fraternity Sigma
B~ta were last year's 'float con~est
wmncrs.
Along with the seventeen floats,
the UN H Wildcat Marching Band,
clad in new uniforms, will parade
up Main Street towards the Field
House . The ROTC colorguard has
also decided to march, as have
representatives from Stuart
Shanes clothing store. Sullivan
anticipates the possibility of
antique cars joining in the line of
fun. and feels "it would blend in
well with the theme of the decade."
When the parade stops at the
Field House, another competition
will begin. Sections will be
designated in the stands at Cowell
Stadium for all participating
dorms, fraternities and sororities.
and from the minute of opening
kickoff, to the final minutes of the
fourth quarter. the cheering
contest will take place. Each
section will be screaming loud and
rowdy cheers in an attempt to
drown out the competing sections.
While the cheering contestants
are competing against themselves.
they are also supporting the UN H
Wildcat team in the most
important contest of the weekend-UN H vs . Lehigh in a hard-hitting
game of football, starting at I :30
p.m.
In addition to the prizes
awarded to the tloat contest
winner and the cheering contest
winner. there is a President's cup
awarded to the group that is
outstanding in all Homecoming
festivities. The winners will be
announced during the half-time
activities.
Another somewhat different
event, taking place from I :00 p.m .
u11til the game's end is a dunking
booth sponsored by the fifth floor
of Stoke Hall. The booth will be set
up near the stands. and offer
challengers the chance to dunk
people from freshman camp,
residential life. athletic teams,
sororities and fraternities. all area
R.A.s. and even the student body
president. All proceeds will be
donated to Cystic Fibrosis.
When the final gun sounds, the
last dunkee is dunked. and the
spectators arc filing out of the
stands, Homecoming fun is still
not over! At 8:00 p.m., in the
Granite State Room of the MU B,
SCOPE in co-sponsorship with the
Ccl~brity Series. presents Larry
Elgart and His Big Band. All arc
imitcd to dance as they did in the
roaring twenties to a big band
sound from l'\ew York that has
been around since the days of Glen
Miller.

J\

B~others from TKE Fraternity (left to right) Mike McCollum Kevin
Kicks, ~.ark Poirier, and Jim Mitchell prepare a float for Sat~rday's
competition. (Carolyn Blackmar photo)

Confes~ions of a~
unreforilled junkie

by Todd Irvine

I fou!'ld out thi~ summer, even though I'd suspected something was
wrong f ?~sometime. I was nervous. and irritable. You know, edgy . I
~ept W?llmg for R~bert Y ~ung to come around the corner and say,
Whats th_e m~tter? J~st follow the directions." But I ignored all
t~es~ warn_mg signs ._I iigu_re~ I had always been a nervous person. I
d1dn t realize I was Just afraid to face the truth.
T~en my_ eyelid started t_wit~hing. !_rubbed at it a little and thought
noth~ng of 1t. It started tw1tch111g agam , I figured it had something to
do with my contact lense~. so I stopped wearing them for a few days.
After 72 hours of stumblmg around fuzzily the situation still wasn't
any bet_ter. remembered that I had an appointment with my eye
doctor 111 a _Jew w~e½s. I_ made a note to myself to ask him about it.
Meanw~ile the 1rntat1on got wor~e. ~y nose started wiggling. My
toes went 11110 sp~sms . I got morn111g sickness. I had no idea what
was the source ?f 1t, not stopping for a moment to consider my three
~o~e a day habit, or~e endl~~s cups of coffee I drank trying to keep
awake throu_gh th~ mg~t shdt. But the doctor did. After the nurse
dragged me mto his off ice and tied me down to a chair, he took one
look at me and said: "Caffeine."
. The do~tor told _me that if . I stopped drinking caffeine, all my
symptoms would disappear alter about three weeks. Of course. I
would have ~o go thr?ugh_ ~affeine withdrawal, but how painful
could that be? It wasn t as I1 I was a methadone addict.
My ey~s d?rted nervous!~ about the room, looking for an escape
r<?ute. I d1dn t absorb anythmg the doctor said. All I knew was that I
d1d_n't wan~ to stop drinki~g caffeine. I liked having a cup of coffee
before gettmg o~ the Kan-Van. I enjoyed it. I had to have it.
It was detcrm1_ned that the only way I could kick the habit was to
g? cold tur½ey. Smee_the doctor_doubted my willpower(equal to that
of a dead iguana), 1t was decided that I would be sent for three
months to the S?uthern Utah Caffeine Crisis Camp.
__ '.h 7:e was no time to waste:~ was packed in a trunk and put on the
lirst ll_1ght _to Utah. On the thght I shook so much I began to do
myself _bodily h~rm. When they unlocked my trunk, I was closer to a
slug :Vllh cl?thmg than a hu_man being.
I was put 111to a group with nine other junkies and marched off to
the cell that I shared with 2 emaciated rats. The daily routine at
S. U .C:C.C. was ~~rngh. We woke at 5:30 a.m. for calisthenics and
breakfast ( no col_lce or_ tea)_ Then Arna. our group leader, would
make us wale~ slides of Pepsi cans and bottles of Dr. Pepper until
lu_nch. _In the at ternoon we saw films of fellow junkies, and the stories
of the1_r wretched lives. After supper we worked on the farm until
well alter dark. wh:n we were allowed to go to bed (about 3 a.m.).
I knew I wo~ldn t las! l?ng. Arna grew more sadistic every day.
and I was runn(ng ou! of pieces of shoe leather to feed the rats in my
~_ell. ScYeral of us tned to escape. While we were working in the
fields. I_ grabbed~ spare hoc and hit Arna over the head with it. All
!hrec of my buddies were shot trying to get over the fence. But I made

!

I l.

I worked my way, back cast. from coffee shop to coffee.shop until
I got back to New Hampshire. Yes, I'm back on the stud. I'm
ashamed ?ut unafraid . to ~dmi_t it. You've probably seen me on
campus. 1 m the guy tw1tch111g his way from Spaulding to Horton at
I 1:00 01~ Mondays and ,Wcdnc~days. ~ut at least I have my caffeine.
I don t know what Id do without 1t.
I 1• · •
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Actress Stephanie Voss: a variety of familiar faces

1

By Cheryl Kimball
a place like that." And it was.
Yoss performed in numerous
My interview with Stephanie
Yoss was scheduled to be in the · plays in the past five years with the . .
Green Room, that room where company at TBS and will be in
actors rest between scenes in a four during their present season play, socialize, and carry on The Mousetrap, The Rainmaker,
backstage business. An escort led Charley's Aunt, and Absurd
me through doors that Person Singular. Now in progress
emphatically said "Do Not Enter," is The Mousetrap and The
up and down stairs, across the Rainmaker will open on October
stage - set for the evening's 30. Rehearsal is already underway.
"You can't do much else and
performance of The Mousetrap around corners, through more act," said Yoss. "You can't do
doors, and into the bowels of anything with just one night a week
Theatre by the Sea. Our journey off. Maybe see a movie but there
ended in a room with brilliant lime are no concerts playing on a
green walls, of different shades Monday night. An austere life. The
decorated with a table bearing a union says you can't rehearse more
coffee pot, and an L-shaped couch, than eight hours in a day when
covered with modern, scenic sheets you're performing too. But that
leaves about an hour between
and pillows with matching cases.
On the couch, amidst this green rehearsal and the evening's
radiancy, sat 'Stephanie Yoss, performance. It can wreck a home
putting on blood-red false life."
Yoss arrived in Portsmouth,
fingernails .
After a warm introduction (with from Santa Cruz, California, in the
no handshake, of course), Yoss summer time. Originally from
explained the fingernails as a Texas, she was immediately
necessary component of her fascinated with Portsmouth and
character in her part in The wanted to see a "real winter".
During the first winter that she
Mousetrap . "I can't imagine
women who do this every day, "she was here, she did a lot of ice
wrinkled up her nose as one fell to . skating. Since, the winters have
the floor, "and false eye lashes too! not been good for that. She has
But this part is one of the suspects spent some time lately canoeing.
Her fascination with Portsin The Mousetrap , a woman who is
mouth still holds, "I love living
always pyutting on airs ."
Yoss doesn't like to do roles that right near the tugboats, "she said of
she doesn't feel a part of. She's her Bow Street apartment. She was
concerned with knowing she's thrilled with the history - the John
good. She doesn't want to act just Paul Jones House, the North
for the sake of acting. She knows, Church in the square. Portsmouth
"If it is happening inside, it wiH was rooted. Portsmouth was more
disciplined than Santa Cruz. But
work ."
When Stephanie came to she has since learned the possible
Portsmouth in 1976, she had been disaster of this rootedness. To
out of theater for a couple of years. those who ask, she says, "Get out.
She fell in love with Portsmouth, Portsmouth is too rooted for
and upon seeing the tiny original young people. Get out and make
Theatre by the Sea, said "If I go yourself."
Studying the works of local poet
into acting again, it's going to be in

Stephanie Voss _displayed her talents in the one- woman tour de force, Celia Thaxter: The
Sam!piper. (Photos courtesy Strawberry Banke)

MAKING WAVES AT UNH
the present:
the eggs were fertilized in distant minds: precious cargo
nourished by strange sound: learning early to break the
smash symmetry: strong and growing: daring to smash
broken symmetry: what doesn't fit, fitting: just so:
alien conceptions: fresh birth: from fantasy toward the

of promise:
barriers:
the shells
future:

THE EGGS

~@I@~O
THE NEW WAVE RAVE OF BOSTON COMES TO UNH MUB PUB
PROVIDING THE BEST ENTERTAINMENT IN TOWN!

-FRIDAY the 16th &-SATURDAY the 17th!
$2.00 students/ $2.50 nonstudents

Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
UNH ID/ Proof of age needed
Under 18 not admitted
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Celia Thaxter was a way for Voss
to get history and a sense of herself
out of Portsmouth. During the last
week of August, in conjucntion
with Strawberry Banke, Theatre
by the Sea produced a one woman
show entitled Celia Thaxter: The
Sandpiper. Stephanie had to do a
lot of research to pull off this
character. She read all of the books
available on Thaxter and even
visited the Isles of Shoals. She
didn't like the way Asher Moore,
UNH professor and author/
director of the play, had left out
details that she felt were important
to the spirit of of Celia Thaxter.
One particular line in a letter that
Thaxter wrote to a friend after her
marriage reflected the things that
such a talented woman could see
herself were her circumstances
different. This omission bothered
her so much she discussed its

inclusion with the author. He
agreed to let it be put in the play.
.. It broke my heart to think of a
woman locked away with so many
desires and talents." As for the
other omissions that were never
included, "I just hope people got
the picture of the wonderful
woman she was. Celia has become
a role model for me. I'm changed _
after having met Celia."
The Sandpiper production ran
for three days, two performances
each day. I asked her if she ever got
bored with a play that ran for a
while. What does an actress do
when she just doesn't feel like
going in - it can't be the same as
calling in sick at the office.
Stephanie admitted that boredom
can be a problem, if you let it. But
you have to stick with the play. If
you really focus on the play, ••you'll
hear a line you never heard."

After romanticizing with
historical Portsmouth and the
quaint little Theater by the Sea of
old, Voss didn't feel any
resentment when the Theater
moved to its new location. The
house was enlarged from 99 seats
to 260. According to Voss, this is
only thing that changed. ••The new
theatre should have been an
improvement. Instead, they just
carried the old problems with
them. Occasionally a member of
the audience might hear a toilet
flush from the Warehouse
restaurant. The seating is still fairly
crowded - you find yourself
putting your feet on the person's
chair in tront of you. The only
stage improvement is that there is
more throw to the audience. The
depth is still lacking. "You have to
maintain sort of an Egyptian pose
while on stage," - she puts a hand
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below her waist and above her it."
head (minus two red finernails) to ,
Stephanie Voss couldn't offer a
illustrate her point.
lot of advice to those aimed toward
The biggest theater she has ever . the acting profession. But what she
worked in was a 1200 seat had to say she felt was often
amphitheatre, performing in a overlooked: "The arts are so
Shakespeare play. After a summer tempermental, you can get
of that, she felt she wasn't good yourself feeling prissy. Acting is a
enough. ••1 went back to school," cpmmunal activity. You will find
she said.
yourself with a lot of people you
Stephanie Voss has never had don't know. Pay attention t~
dreams of Broadway. She may try manners, real manners.
out New York, but •·1 don't want to Stephanie came to this realization
get ahead of myself," she said, when she heard Dan Frazier in a
adding that her time is to come and rehearsal of Death of a Salesman
she just has to stay involved. Her say to a young actor playing the
best acting will be when she hits part of one of Willy Loman's sons:
late thirties-forties. "Ideally, I "I like working with you, boy.
would like to do about three plays You're professional, polite."
a year." Voss does not want to sell
Above all Stephanie s·ays, "Keep
herself as an actress. ·•1 know I your head on straight, because
have the ra~g~~ut I just don't feel everything else goes crazy."

NIGHT GRILL
In the MUB Cafeteria

Chili, Salads, Burgers
and Hot Dogs
Monday-T hursday

4 p.m.· - 8 p.m.

North Beach, Hampton

·c>cean
6WilloWS

ALUMNI
HOCKEY GAME
SNIVELY ARENA
OCTOBER 16 7:00 P.M.
POSTGAME
RECEPTION
AT THE ELLIOTT
ALUMNI CENTER
9:00TO
MIDNIGHT
TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT
THE ATHLETIC
TICKET
OFFICE

* New Construction *,
* 300 Yds. From The Ocean *
* In a Wooded Residential Area *
* 2 Bedroom Townhouse Condominiums*
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY*

BEST SELECTON
AVAi LABLE-1'sOW

PRICE~ START AT SB&,900 14% No Points Financing for Qualified Buyers
Models Open Mon thru Sat 11-5, Sun 11-6

603-926-200 3 .
-

Located off Rte. 1 -A on Cusack ~d.
.

.

-

-

· A Yamee·n Family Developmem

PROCEEDS
TO UNH HOCKEY

-
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Dinsdale

by Joe Kandra
TYPEwAIT/AJG IS C~tJElAIIID t/AIU,Jt/A(,.

409

P(JNISJ//ffENT.

by John Frazier

You ...

THE

ARTIST
-CREATIVITY
FROM THE TRUE
SOURCE
A
PRESENTATION BY

STEVEN &
CHRISTINE

FLOYD

"

\· ··· ·JT1 WELCOME ALUMNI

•~-i Homecoming Specials

-t
·~~r.Jc
----'\
l&a1
.,,

MONDAY,
OCTOBER19
7 :30 p.m. McConnell Hall 206
(WSBE)
SOCIETY FOR
WHOLISTIC
LIVING

De/Rossi's Celebrates The Harvest Season

-

Soci\?ty for Wholistic Liv5.11g

.

.,

-~~

...

J

Del Rossi's Chicken
Shrimp Scampi
Luncheon Specials Daily
$2.95 with demi-salad ·

Lunch
Mon-Fri: 11:30 ~· 2:00 p.m.

Dinner
Mon-Thurs.: 4:00-8:00 p.m.
Fri & Sat.: 4:00-9:00 p.m.
Sun.: 4:00-8:00 p.m.

~el~ssi) _
Closed 2:00-4:00 daily

'"

.
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-ALUMNI(continued from page 23)
came in and there is no one wno
can compete with him as a coach in
hockey."
Tom St. Onge of the Class of '81
will add another chapter to UNH
hockey history and the alumni·
hockey will blend all of the
chapters in a fun evening.

1 Orchard Street

Dover, N.H. 03820

Last right coming down Central A. ve. in Downtown Dover
106 Penhallow St..
Portsmouth, N.H.
· 603-431-1178

Break/ast Buffet
Every Sunday 9 a.m. to noon

New York
Style Deli

-TELLER-

"A

( continued from page 1)

$3.50 All you can eat

:lirtl• bit ot New Yorlc ;n every-bite ··

'When was the last time you had.
lox & bagels ior breakfast? ..

said.
.
Dr. Bernard L. Cohen, .
professor of physics and chemical
and petrolium engineering at the
Univer~ity of Pittsburgh, used
statistics to argue that nuclear
energy was safe.
He showed a long list of
influences, such as cigarrette
smoking, marriage, -and poverty,
which may add to or lower a
person's life expectancy. For
example, - smoking a pack of
cigarrettes each day takes six years
off a person's life expectancy,
Cohen said, and remaining
unmarried takes off from four to
six years.
A person who drops out of grade
school loses more than a year from
life expectancy, while a college
graduate has an additional two
and a half years, he said.
But nuclear reactors take off .04
days, or roughly one hour, fro~ a
person's life expectancy, he said,
and all forms of energy combined,
including oil and coal, take off 25
days.

Universitylheater

MGH INSTITUTE OF
HEAL TH PROFESSIONS
The academic unit of
Massachusetts General Hospital

1981-82 Season
presents

TheMikado

The MGH Institute of He~lth Professions offers graduate level
programs in nursing and social work especially designed for
college graduates.

by Gilbert and Sullivan

The Nurse Clinician Program leads to a Mas~er of Science

Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
Durham

degree in Nursing and prepares for R.N. licensure and
specialized practice.

The Social W o~k in Health Care Program leads to a graduate

October 20, 22, 23, 24 at 8 p.m.
October 21 at 2 p.m.
Preview: October 19 at 8 p.m.

certificate after one year of study and prepares students for
LSW A licensure and specialized practice in a variety of health
settings as case assistants.

General $4
UNH Student, Employee/
Senior: $3
Preview: $1
Reservations: 862-2290
Dinner-Theater
Package Available

The
New Bamp•hire

\

MGH Institute of Health Professions
Bartlett 410
Massachusetts General Hospital
Boston, MA 02114

SENIORS!!!
Have you made your appointment yet??
Sign ups for Senior Portraits
Mon-Fr1./10-3/ Granite Office
Rm 125 MUB.
Just 7 minutes per sitting

Don't Delay make an appoint~ent today.

You're going to enjoy this!

Beautiful, hold that pose!

!!!!

(617) 726-3140
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PHI BETA KAPPA PRESENTS:

THE TIN PALACE
~

7

FOOD & DRlNK

I

NEW in our Fireplace Lounge ...
Live Entertainlllent!
Oct. 1 7 & 24 Bob Lafferty,
solo guitarist
Oct. 31 & Nov 7 Island Side,
calypso sound, steel drnms & ~eggae

''THE ELUSIVE PEACE
IN THE MIDDLE EAST''
Talk by

r

Prof. Malcolnt Kerr of UCLA

Wednesday is ...Ladies Night
free rose to each lady

Monday 19 October
7:30 p.m.
NEW ENGLAND CENTER

Having a Party?
Our function room is available for_
groups of 10-70. Plan early for
your Christmas parties!

This Week's Breakfast
Special
Blueberry or Strawberry Pancakes
and Coffee s1.55

Co-Sponsored by
New Hampshire Council on World Affairs
Phi Beta Kappa (UNH CHAPTER)
History Department
College of Liberal Arts and Graduate School .
International Students Association

llad1e lhaek
Associate Store

owned hy: Wm. H. Holt Associate~. Inc.

"The Unusual Radio Shack"
Featuring:

BOSE·

home hi-fi
auto sound
personal stereo
computers
headphones
tapes and accessories
record care
radios & tape recorders

ONKYO~
~

'9SANVO

maxen
STaNTOn
~

®PIONEER~

~CIZEK

-.
!

Newington at
The Newington Mall

Portsmouth at
The Lafayette Plaza

Dover at
The Tri-City Plaza

p•-~--~------------~
with this coupon:

, ·

I
·, . _
1 ·. _

l

UNH

I

I

Discwasher SJ2.99 · -1·

'

~~----------------~~
.

·------------------~

I

I

.

Rochester at
The Lilac Mall

I
1

I

L

-. .. -~

.

this coupon worth s5_oo ojf' on:

Stanton X

XII

-500 'E ..
600 EE
Permostat

UNH

s24_95
35.00
25.00 ·
45.00
16.50

I
I
I

. •

I

------------------~
· ·

·
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Ex-Willy 1cers, We thought you guys
really knew us, but we guess we were
wrong. The thought of glorifying
ourselves over something so tragic did not
ever' enter our minds. Matthew conveyed
your message to us -now we've got
something to tell you. It's hard to forget
someone who was so much a part of ussome of us never will. Our "visit" to the
family is based on etiquette -with the hope
of showing that all of her friends at UNH
still care and remember . Do you
understand now? P & C.

9I

Charm ing 7 room house on beautiful lot
with large lawns bordered by shrubs and
spruce trees (10 min . to U .N.H .).
Hardwood floors , new furnace and roof,
newly painted, combination storm and
screen windows, washer & dryer, 2 car
garage and total security system deals
police . $59500 - Call Owner 7422520.10/20

Hey Terri Shutt!! Surprise, Surprise!!
Wanna get BLASTED this weekend?
Weelll .. .Love ya hon, your other half.

Found a permanent place to stay yet? Sick
of where you're living now? Roomate
needed for Dover Apartment. Large open
studio all w / w carpeting , panelled,
funished, $168 / mo. plus utilities and
partial heat. It's great place and I'm easy
to get along with . 6½ Belknap St . 7492633 10/ 16

The Hit Student Organization of the Year.
The next meeting of the Jewish Student
Organization - Hillel will be Wed . Oct. 21 at
8 p.m . in Mcconnell Hall Room 210. Be
there! Don't miss it!! 10/ 20.
Keith , You are so unavailable, make some
time! Your secret admirer.

---~-~_
._·__][~]

FOUND : One lost green M&M . Has severe
case of perverted ness. He is lookina for
others. Answer to Ann . Owner please
contact Rob -Bob or Bob.

1980 HONDA ACCORD 4 dr.- 5 speed - 4
spkr stereo - 29,000 mi . - 29 -37 mpg . Like
new - Asking $590Q Call 692 -3389
Eves .10/27

To Peter Anderson -Congreve -If eyes are
the reflection of the soul; then you must
have a beautiful soul.
H & G for 6 months, huh?! " I guess we
sort of both are!" ... lots, & lots, & lots, &
lots .

Snow Tires - 2 F 78 - 14's Ne arly new and
mounted on rims for pre 1 979 Chevy
Nova, Olds Omega , Buick special etc ..
Also 2 additional rim s - will sell cheap .
Call 692-3389 10/ 16

N.P.B .-The champagne is chilling if you 're
still psyched for MASSIVE omelets .
Reservations are now being taken ... yes,
there 's still room (and I'll set MY alarm
this time!) L & H's & K's--the Incredible
Woman .

ORGAN - Beautiful Wurlitzer Full
console - Fu ll keyboards and Pedals . Many f eatures inclu . rythum -cost new
over $5000, Asking $1850. Call 692 3389 Eves . (Somers .) 10/27
MOVING SALE -- 19 inch portable color
T.V, Motorolla $140.00; Sleep sofa,
$100.00; Living room rocker chair,
$40.00; 7 speed Hamilton Beach bl ender,
never used, $20.00, handmade coffee
table , $45 .00; Judi 2- 1720 or 659 -2611
after 5 . 10/20
HONDA CX 500 1978, New Tires, 20,000
mil es, extras inc ludin g fairin g, w ell cared
for in perf ect condition , a steal at $1600 .
Call St eve, 749 -4944 . 10/ 16
Buy 1 Schwinn Contin ental 10 speed
$5 ,000 Get 1 1980 Honda Accord Fre e.
Cal! 749 -0073 . 10/ 16

-H-elpw_anted_l[Il]
Cabl e Television : Continental Cablevision
is seeking customer representatives to
contact potential cablevis1on subscribers .
Will train "people" persons . Please apply
in pe rson at Continental Cablevision , 474
Central Ave, Dover, N.H. or Continental
Cc;1blevision, 46 Congress St., Portmouth ,
N.H. Please apply in whichever town is
most suitable An equal opportunity
employer 10/ 23

1

HELP WANTED : Basic programmer Pay
commensurate with experience . Hours
fl exible . Work Study Only. 862 - 1000
10/ 16.
OVERSEAS JOBS - SUMMER / YEAR
ROUND . Europe , S America, Australia,
asia . All fields. $500 -$1200 monthly
Sightsee ing . Free info . Write IJC, Box 52 NH - 1 corona Del Mar, CA. 92625 .11 / 17.

l~.

When is Mi'ck E. going home? Or are you
going to take him back where he came
from?
·
UNH Light 8-lt's your race, you're
carrying the ball. Take a Bonzai 20 and
GO . Heavies the guards gonna die, head
in the boat and HAMMER your balls offCapt.

Sign up NOW for your Senior Portraits!
Rm. 125, MUB at the Granite Office. MonFri . 10-3 . 10/ 27.
PSYCHIC READINGS! Life-purpose
counseling . I also use hypnosis, past life
regression, and meditation techniques to
help you get in touch with your higher
self-Call Suzanne. 868-5932. 10/ 27.
Jorge -Thanks for dinner, it was superb!
How could it miss with three of the
greatest chefs around preparing it. Next
time we'll graduate to something more
challenging than spaghetti! Love, Sue
and Robin . P.S. We 'll be by for ice cream.
Lisa Gamach-Happy 21st to my best
buddy . This weekend is going to be "just
like you read about ". Love ya, Lori.
TOSNOM : the only good thing about you
is your T-shirts. Love, a celestrial loser.

m~} little

Hi Ed! Bad News buddy . The old thinktank
is dry as a desert . Ideas aren't a dime a
dozen, you understand . This may have to
be it for a while . All good things come to
an end . See ya ' buddy . -P.W.

Do You Know What the .Platypus People
Plunker Is Doing On October 17th? Come
To The Football Game This Weekend And
Find Out!
Senators : vote 'yea ' for SAFC proposals.
T.H .J .

Come to the
/

~~

sister : get psched to die . We
gonna get so spaced this weekend . Stop
by and meet my roomate . Cuddles

Kate-Get Psyched , only 4 more labs and
two tests to go. Sounds easy , huh? See ya
Tuesday-Pete .
English majors from Newmarket : get your
frisbee catching dog off our lawns .
to My BDJ : Thanks for everything . ILYA&F -Your BOB .
Sign up now for your Senior Portraits!
Room 125, MUB at the Granite Office.
Mon .-Fri . 10-3. 10/27.
Wear clothes to the football game.
Campus Gay Awareness is having a
planning meeting Monday, October 19, at
7 p .m . in the Philip Hale Room, Paul Arts
Center.
DI AGRODNIA-Just a thanks for being
one of the greatest friends anyone could
ever hope for . Don 't forget laughing all
night over Stevie W . and his missing part,
frozen peas and gas, my poor pillow, your
winding, red p .j. 's, gold necklaces,
whales, vomit, fish fungus (etc)!!! I
couldn't make it without you! Can 't wait
for all the good times ahead!!! I Love You!
KIM.
Peter Mandis: Hi! What have you been up
to? Come by and visit sometime! Ellen .
Got the munchies? Come down to the
Cookie Jar now located on Main Street
and munch with us!
Hi Baby - Welcome to UNH! I owe you
this one . How about Poor Dudley's,
instead? One more try. I love you bunches .
-Winnie .
Tom . (Winnie????)-You have no idea what
I went through to get this in. At 1 :17 a.m.!
-The loser .

OKTOBERFEST!~lf
Authenti,c . German
Food, Beer,
Costumes,
and Music.
Featuring

The Bavarian
Hofbrau Band
October 23 and 24

call today for reservations

Mr. Ed, A toast to your birthday .. .but
aren't you too young to drink? Happy
Birthday, anyway (a little late). Love C&C .

BAND-TEN-HUT!!! Get psyched for an
awesome performance this Saturday at
the Homecoming Game! UNH football
fans, stay in your seats for this one! You
won 't want to miss it.
Jackie MacMullan is a bad basketball
player and an even worse news ed~tor.
Patty 0, Happy Birthday. A little late, but
under control. Are you with me? Fine. Hit
the MUB PUB soon, cheers, down the
hatch, whatever.
To the Franklin-Want to be lifted from the
minor leagues to the majors? Turn down
that obnoxious music. You could be a
class outfit 1f you tried
· To the five guys who mooned us Thursday
nite at Scorpios: Thanks for adding life to
the nite. You get 9 points for
innovativeness and bravery; and 6 points
for performance . Signed, your adoring
fans .
A toast.. .to two of Delta Zeta 's finest
pledges, Karen and Linda. Best of luck.
Doug, Kappa Sigma .
To everyone who attended my birthday
celebration last Friday night: thanks for
being there . You're all super friends and it
was a real blast! Special thanks to fourth
floor Devine . I love ya all! Love, Amy .
CATH alias DOCTOR--Happy Belated
Birthday! It's been great sharing our
college years together . THINGS WE
MUST DO - Trips to Beta, 'Whispers,' all nighters, popcorn, P.D. 's, Road tr ips and
Hop Skips! Watch out for Senior Roast You 're in trouble ... Have a happy day! Love
ya , KIM .
Dave -What's that glinting? Gray hair??!
Just kidding -you 're not over the hill until
December at least ... Need I sign this?
ATTENTION Flutes and Pie 's! This
weekend is THE big show. Let's show
everyone how much pride our section
has . Get out there and CELEBRATE!!
You 're the greatest! Julie and NT.

FRESHMEN REGISTERS ARE IN!!! Pick '
them up in Room 145 of the MUB, Sigma
Nu Office . 11 a.m . thru 1 p.m . Mon . thru
Fri. or whenever the door is open .
To the sisters and oledaes of Chi -0 : If you
thought the Rochester Country Club was
Guess what! The hilarious movie
great, wait until this weekend! Sigma Nu
STRIPES has come to Durham! Don 't miss
will be ready for you . Hope you're ready
it! Playing at THE FRANKLIN this Sundayf
for •usl Love , Sigma Nu Brothers.
Monday, & Tuesday, Oct . 18, 19 & 20tH .
don 't forget, STRIPES is a classic so see
DZ SISTERS O·.J ., Chocolate honey
you at THE FRANKLIN .
dipped and Whip It have just begun! Get
psyched for many more! Love, the DZ
If you forgot to pick up your check or books
pledges .
from Mortar Board, please leve a note
with your name, address, and phone no.
Females! Attention! 1 single male looking
in the M-B box in Rm . 126 of the MUB.
for a girlfriend . I'm kind, considerate, and
lovinq, but immobile for the next six
Need a job? Check the Job Board between
weeks. More information? Of course! Call
the cafeteria and the Strafford Room in
Paul Mitchell at 749 -2059 or respond
the MUB .
through the New Hampshire. Do it now
THE PIPERS ARE COMING . On Mon ., Oct.
before it's too late!
19, at Eaton House Mini -dorm at 7 p.m . A
GET FRYED IN THE Granite State
bagpipe band will perform and members
Room!!!! Tues. Oct. 20 David Frye will
will answer ouestions about the history of
Scotland and the bagpipe. Find out what
appear at 8 p.m . to impress you with his
Scotsmen wear under their kilts!
satire and impersonations .. .Don't miss
this event. Tickets are $2 for students, on
Check to see if you 're the student of the
sale at the ticket office.
week at the Cat's Closet. Don't miss your
chance to get a 20% discount on any one
purchase .
Tired of being co.Id at night? Get next to a
sweatshirt from the Cat's Closet in the
MUB .
HEY SQUIRREL MAN! Happy 19th B-Day!
May you continue to pilfer for many years
to come .
·
Mississippi Queen in the Stoke 7th -Shit,
baby, call me!
To the occupants of Xsen bugspray and
friend: Thanks for all the shots! Your Latin
is lousy but we still love your ·toes . Love
and tickles . the Drunken Goddesses . ,
T.S .: You call that thing on your face a
beard??!! NMM lives! R.L.
Hey wazoo (you zookeeper you!)
Homecoming is time for the JT
BlueMaxPimpMachineMobile Club frat
members to get stewed . Death to Pebbles!
Dear Boo- No more excuses - here it is your very own personal. Thanks for
driving me out of my mind Sat . night. It
took me all night to recoup, but who's
complaining - Let 's have
a great
Homecoming weekend! Love ya always,
Your Flavorite

BRADFORD S. WAYNESBOROUGH! GET
PSYCHED FOR CLIFFE! Drag anyone you
can find to McConnell 212 TONIGHT at
7 :30! Cliffe's gonna overpower 'em again!
Awesome speech on Christianity and
questions afterward! You Weird &
Belligerent Wildcats are psyched!
Chart Your Future. Astrological charts,
erected, interpreted and / or forecasted .
Up
THE PIPERS ARE COMING . On Mon ., Oct .
19, at Eaton House Mini-Dorm at 7 p.m . A
bagpipe band will perform and members
will answer questions about the history of
Scotland and the bagpipe. Find out what
Scotsmen wear under their kilts!
Jillian . HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!! First thing I
have to say is "strange roomates ."
Second thing, "Strange letter." Third
thing, "I love you!" Keep those cards and
letters coming folks . Tim .
LCHLW, kilbasa comes before maulox,
and the shingles are firmly atached to the
roof. Your smile fills my heart, and KF
loves you . SCDATN .
I'm falling off the roof.
DB -Just to let you know that you're
appreciated . I couldn 't make it without
you . Love ya , Annie .

'Ilic llig Room

FURNITlJRE
WORLD

Personals

Our New Store features
Used 4 drawer student
desks for ONLY 865
Check Us Out
We're located in:
34 :'\cw York St,
742-0726

Alolfotd aucnuc, dufham, n.h. c..~l ..a-u1s

Happy Birthday Lisa! To a cool dude from
some island in the Pacific . You are a fun
kid ... actually, you 're· toooo fun, (as you
would say!) Have a great day, but
remember to STAAA OUTTAAA DARR
KALLLEYS! ha-ha . Love, Deb (Nike).
Annett, Karen (Lamb), Kris (C.C .), Tom,
Karen , and the one and only Nanette.

Attention all Vanderbilt Kids! (alias Nike,
Lamb & Lite) . Get up your faggots! A-ha,
hmm , humm, w-ok! Where is Montego
Bay anyway? Somewhere near Olso I
think! HA, AH - HA, HMM - HUMMW - OK! That joke is getting older by the
minute! I just wanted to thank you three
for a too fun weekend. I had fun all the
way from the front lawn of the breakers to
the birdbath , to Tabor and back! Did you
clowns really call the cops?? Nike and I
had some important business to attend to
(ha ,ha). Oh my god -give me a breeaak!
Get in and SKO!!! Love, C.C.

I love the world . The world loves me. GOD
loves me too . Gee I'm great . So why feed
mes- -- for breakfast Terrie? Next time it's
Young's or nothing .

To a cute little Navaho girl: I am happy to
inform you that you have been declared
the winner of the annual Randall
Marathon and that you completed the
course in record time. Your prize is a bag
of generic potato chips . Congratulations!
Cove.

Dear Dorrice, Happy Birthday. this one is
to make up for the other one. There isn't
room to tell you all you mean to me, but
you already know anyway . Have a good
day tomorrow . Hope you don't remember
it. Love , Rick.

Jeff A. It was great meeting you at Kappa
Sig last week . I hope I'll run into you
again. L.M .
Larry McGrath and Diane Caldwell:
Congrats on New Co's. You guys are the
best. Get psyched for tonight and a great
year with Camp!
DZ / SAE-Get psyched for a great ,
Homecoming. Let's make it two first 's in a

A-Moose and Little Miss Calvin
Chikenbutt, Did we have an awesome
time? Yes, Yes, Yes , Yes, Yes, No! Only
funny kiddin', "The Fishermen"

All you planning to get plunked, get
psyched to get dunked . don 't forget about
your towel and time - slot. Be
there ... Aloha, Thanx Stoke 5!

Where else can you enjoy gourmet
cuisine and dance to the renowned UNH 3
O'Clock jazz Band at the annual Gourmet
dinner 20's style, Oct. 23rd & 24th . More
info. at Mem . Union Ticket Office. 10/23.

Saaandra -What's up? Get psyched for big
weekend-Welcome back big Sis! Love ya,
Little Sis .

George Munz -When relocation was
suggested we didn't want you to relocate
to Florida! You are loved and missed
terribly by a lot of friends, especially
one .. me! Love, Karen .

Come Plunk Your Favorite Person at the
Homecoming Football Game.

Do You Know What The Platypus People
Plunker Is doing On October 17th? Come
To The Football Game This Weekend And
Find Out!

Tired of Studying? Visit the Cookie Jar,
located on Main Street and Take a Cookie
Break . They're just like " mom 's ".

Guess who, Heid. It's your soon not -to -be
J .B., wanting you to know that I'd love to
get together and " bump a cassette" or
" tip a canoe , .. as long as it's with you .
Semester 1 is here, and so far, so good .
Let's prove to everyone what you and I
already know ... We can make it! Always
your , GARY.

Dear Dorrice, Oh hideous little bat , size of
snot . May the curse of Mary Malone and
her nine blind 1llegit1mate children chase
you so far over the hills of Damnation that
the Lord Himself cannot find you with a
telescope. You've always been the perfect
qentleman, and if only you'd wash your
neck, I'd wring it. You may have genious;
the contrary is, of course, probable . May
you be cursed w,tn a chronic anxiety
about the weather . An intelligent thought
from your lips is like a dog walking on his
hind legs; it is not done well , but .it is
suprising that it is done at all. Fleas can be
taught anything you can . We 'll never trust
you because you have short legs --brains
too near your toes . You have delusions of
adequacy. How's this for a memorable
first personal? Shit, No Vark! No pun
intended . Have a Hedonistic Heneicosic
Birthday. \/1/ith Love, Rick and Springer .
Personals, even ones as long as that, are
only $1 in The New Hampshire. Room
108, in the MUB.

,,_P_ersonals_ _ _

To our devilish lifeguard-lunches, Blotto,
Hell House, "And then there was the
time .. . " You are our favorite " little"
brother-you really should have eaten your
fish . You didn't get a dedication, but at
least you have a personal. Love, your Z.O.
sisters.

Hanington
1 mik south ofCakfs
on route 125

in room 108 in the MUB
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Rugby women thrive, men struggle this year
By David Andrews
reference to losing official
The UNH men and women's · recognition. "We're not going to
rugby teams continue to operate sacrifice the social aspect of rugby
this season despite the lack of just to be part of the university."
"We're looking forward to the
official University recognition and
funding. The teams, which were actual match and to making
part of the UNH club sports friends with them, on and off the
program last year lost their field," siad Tricia Titone, 19-,
affiliation with UN H because they speaking about their upcoming
refused to follow University poli°cyY match against Holy Cross this
regarding consumption of alcohol Sunday.
The women's team hopes to
during and after games. The men's
team lost recognition five years travel to New Orleans to play in an
ago but regained it briefly last year. invitational rugby tournament
"We try to accomodate people which is being held the last week of
within reason ," said Mike O'Neil, February during Mardi Gras. If
UN H Director of · Recreational they get the invitation, the team
Sports, "But we do not tolerate the · will have to raise the money to get
consumption of alcohol. My down there themselves.
"If the team survives it's because
feeling is it's not a part of sports."
"We need devotion from the of us , and if it fails it's because of us
players. It's the only way we'll stay too," said Tri tone . "We intend to
together," men's team captain be around for a long time."
The field the men practice on,
"Rip" Harned, 20, said. "We're
making an attempt to keep the Madbury Field, is small, rocky, _
and according to team member
sport alive."
The teams women are 2-0 Jordan Ambargis, "The field is
operating expenses come out of the about as level as the sea during a
player's own pockets and they do storm ."
Running to stay in shape must
not have an official home field .
The men's team is 0-2 this year be done in two-feet high hay. To
losing to Springfield College and get to the field, which is about one
New England College (20-4) last and one-half miles off campus,
Sunday. The teams buy their own members must either run or hitchshorts and shirts ($43), cleats, pads hike.
Home games are played in New
and pay for travelling expenses.
Market and must be arranged
Players often share jerseys until the
player without a uniform can around the schedule of the Dover
men's rugby team, which uses the
afford to buy one.
"We're organized on our own," same field. By Harned's estimates
said Women's team captain Chris the team drew about 200
Champa, 21 . "University funding spectators a game last year when it
would be i;iice, but we're doing all was still part of the University, but
now draws considerably less.
right on our own. We've had just as
Although the team has Harned,
many girls come out to play.just as
who is ~heir unofficial captain,
much interest.
"It benefits both the club and the they do not have any real coaches
University," Champa said in like other teams.

"We can't find a coach so we
take it upon ourselves. We have the
older guys teach the younger
guys, "said Ambargis.
The post-game parties are
usually raucous affairs, complete
with drinking games, a keg or two,
and song competitions in which
each team tries to come up with the
most unusual or crudest song.
The main purpose of the postgame party is, according to

Ambargis, "to bury the hatchet at
the end of the game." To those of
you who haven't ever seen a rugby
game, it's a rough game with many
hard hits.
The post-game party soothes
har_d feelings between the players
and lets them get acquainted with
each other off the field. The parties
las·t "until whenever,"said
Ambargis.
This activity is not aooroved or

condoned by the Recreational
Sports Department. "They ( Rugby
C)ubs) don't wish to follow
University guidelines in regards to
alcohol," O'Neil said.
To the players, however,
drinking is a part of the sport.
"There's two parts to rugby,"
Harned said. The University won't
allow the party, which has always
been a part of the game."

The future of rugby at UNH is up in the air. (Henri Barber photo)

UConn's skills overwhelm outmanned 'Cats
By Kent Cherrington
Pinpoint passing. Blinding
speed. Sharp shooting. Strong
dyfense. If you put these
characteristics together, you will
get a pretty good soccer team. This
is the type of team the Wildcat
soccer team lost to Wednesday, 50.
UN H went to the University of
·· Connecticut to face the number
two team in the country. The
Huskies were I0-2, and had
outscored their opponents 31-12.
Yet UNH had a positive attitude.
"They're the class of the east,"
UNH head coach Bob Kullen said.
"But everyone is right there for

second place including us."
The 'Cats were playing well in
the first half, matching their
opponents in ball control. At one
point, UNH got three corner kicks
in a row, all with serious threats.
Scott Reither had a testing shot,
but the score remained 0-0.
UConn took the lead (and the
eventual game-winner) at 27:28 of
.the first period. After UN H goalie
George Gaillardetz knocked two
shots away, UConn's Jim Lyman
put one past the screened
Gaillardctz.
UConn got another one from
Shawn Sullivan on a rebound of a
Graziano Cornolo shot. UNH's

best sconng opportunity of the
half came with ten minutes left.
Reither headed one on net, but
goalie Tony Pierce got a hand on it
to flip it over the net.
The Huskies came out storming
in the second half, showing why
they are rated highly. Crisp passing
kept the 'Cats runnning all over the
field. Gaillardetz kept the 'Blue' in
the game with several outstanding
saves, including one in front of the
net on a Connecticut corner kick.
But Gaillardetz is only human.
U Conn got the third goal in 17
minutes into the second half.
Cornolo put one in the net on the
third consecutivr shot against

Inouye volunteer coach

UNH V olleyhall coach leaves
\
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By Larry McGrath
and Julie Supple
The UN H women-'s Volleyball
team has been without a paid
coach since October 9. When Leah
Carter, hired September 10,
resigned her post earlier in the
week. The Cat's were 9-31 overall
on the year and only placed in one
(UNH Invitational Tournament
Sept. 12) of four tournaments this
season. The Cat's finished third in
their own tourney.
·
Carter, who would not comment
on her resignation, was hired on an
"interim" basis, after former coach
Jane Job resigned in late August
after a two-year stay according to
UN H Women's Athletic Director
Gail Bigglestone. Carter had no
previ?us volleyball coaching
experience.
"I resigned because I had a
business opportunity and took it.
It's working out really well for me.
I'm learning something new
everyday," Job said. "I miss

coaching, especially when I come
back to watch. You have to weigh
what is important to me at this
time.
"By the time we had done the
appropriate paperwork and
advertised we knew we weren't
goi11g to be able to bring someone
in full-time," Bigglcstone said.
"We hired Leah on an interim
basis, it didn't work out and she
resigned her position."
"It hasn't effected our attitude at
all: we know we can do it. Stategy
wise it has been difficult," CoCaptian Jean Campanelli said. "It
was hard when we didn't know
who our coach · was going to be.·
But now we have a whooe new
feeling."
Cid Inouye, a senior engineering
student, has been assigned to
coach practices and all home and
away games. Bigglestone said.
Robin Meeks, the athletic trainer
for the Volleyball team and other
sports. will handle travel
arrangements and .. adm·111·1strative

details" according to Bigglestone.
The past couple of weeks have
been really tough," Inouye said.
"But we're definitely coming
back."
The full-time coaching position.
which includes coaching the
softball team in the spring, will not
be filled until after the first
semester according to Bigglestone.
"I have been reviewing
applications and I hope to bring in
someone soon after the end of the
semester," Biggies tone said.
The Carter resignation coupled
with Job's and Women's Sports
Information Director. Laurel
Milos last spring, has caused
Bigglestone to fill one position
twice and lose the SID post due to
a University hiring freeze.
"Anytime you ha\'e a lot of
changes. there is apt to be
confusion and disruption. When
\'OU have a \'acancy occur. it makes
1t difficult." Biggies tone said. "The
kids (,olleyball team) lul\e a lot of
spirit and talent. They should have
a good rest of the season."

UN H. Pedro De Brito was sent in
alone by teammate Bill Morrone
three minutes later. and it was 4-0.
UConn added a fifth tally later as
Lyman sent Cornolo past the
defense with a perfect lead pass.
Gaillardetz had· no chance on
either one .

Senior Jeff Growney added what
he thought about playing them. "If
you played them tight, they would
blow right by you. But if you gave
them a little room, they would pass
you to death."

Gaillardetz was glad to play
them, despite the outcome. "We
got to learn from them. We'll go
"They were too deep and strong home and think about what they
at forward for us. We couldn't · did. Not all teams get to play
defend against it without giving
against players like thi~." h~ ~~!d.
them opportunities_," K ullen said
after the game.
So the Wildcat soccer team
Senior co-captain M1Ke learned a lesson in Connecticut.
Colburn said after the game, "l They're hoping the lesson will pay
never ran so much in a game off on Friday. ' when they host
before. It was unbelievable."
Vermont.

SPORTS SHORTS
Volleyball tourney
T,he University of New Hampshire will be hosting a women's
volleyball tournament on Sunday. The seven teams involved will be
Salem S_tatc, Tufts, Bridgewater, UMaine at Presque Isle, UMaine
at Farm111~ton,_ B?st~n Col(ege, and UNH. It will be a two game
round ~ob111 eh_m111at1<?n, with the two top teams advancing to the
finals. fhe action beg111s at 9 a.m.

Doig hurt
UN H star linebacker Steve Doig is listed as doubtful for
tomorrow's game against Lehigh. The 'Cats leading tackler
aggravated a pinched nerve injury in his neck against Maine last
week.
Co-captain Joe Clemente has a cast on his hand and may not play
also. The Wildcats are thin on both the offensive and defensive lines
for tomorrow's encounter. Guard Franz Eberth, who was filling in
for John Haggerty who was lost for the year after surgery, is also
doubtful. Joe LaCasse, normally a guard, has been filling in on the
defensive line after tackle Kevin Murphy broke his leg.

Poll results
The Wildcats slipped from fifth in the country to tenth after last
week's loss to previously-winless Maine, according to the Division IAA coaches poll released by the NC AA Wednesday. Lehigh, ranked
sixth last week. moves up a notch to replace the 'Cats in fifth place.
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Georg e Gailla rdetz: UNH's 'savin g' grace
By Kent Cherriflgton
The score is tied 0-0. A direct
kick is awarded to UNH's
nationally-ranked opponents late
in the second half. After a couple
of fakes, an opposing player kicks
the ball, anglihg it towards the left
side of the University of New
Hampshire's human wall. The ball
then loops back to the right.
After stepping to his right,
George Gaillardetz lunges back
red-headed goalie reaches out, pins
the ball against the goalpost and
gently flips it away. UNH _scored
later in the second overtime to
upset Boston Univeristy. 1-0.
Saves like this one are becoming
more and more common for
Gaillardetz, and he is the type of
guy who has worked hours to be
able to make saves like this.
"During the pre-season, George
practices about five hours a day, he
cuts down to two hours during t~e
school year," said UNH goahe
coach Peter Ramsey.
What makes a guy like
Gaillardetz practice five hours a
day keeping a soccer ball out of the
net? "Dedication to the sport of
soccer," UNH head coach Bob
Kullen said. "George has the
determination to be the best soccer
go~lie he can possibly be."
That type of · play is more
common these days as more and
more are becoming year-round
players.
"George has always been like
that," Kullen said. "He does not
just play hard because that's the
thing to do. He does it because
that's the way he is. He was like
that before that style of play
became fashionable."

"He is an intense competitor, a 0.92 goals against averag~,
natural leader," added Ramsey.
including three shutouts. In his
"George is a worker, and he's a
first full varsity season last year, he
winner."
had a 2.53 mark.
Although UNH see~s. to be
Gaillardetz was a freshman the
having its troubles, 1t 1s !lot last time UN H make the ECAC
because of Gaillardetz. In the first
seven games this season he has. a_ .

George is a worker, and he's a winner- Ramsey

Scoring goals against the
Wildcats is no easy chore for the
opponents either. Gaillardetz has
one of the best defenses in the east
in front of him.
"In the past years, the other
team might get 10-15 shots on me;
maybe five or six of them woul? be
dangerous," the curly-haired _
netminder said. "This year, other
teams are only getting five or ten
shots on me, and only two or three
are dangerous. If I can stop all
three of them, we can win."
Gaillardetz has worked very
closely with coach Ramsey since he
was a freshman at Keene, N.H.,
High School. Ramsey was ~n
assistant coach there also, m
charge of the junior varsity.
"I needed a goalie. It's said that
the goalie is 40 percent of soccer, so
I wanted a good one. George was
the best athlete out there, so I
asked him to do it. He was a
fullback, but he said he'd do
anything to help the team."
From there, Gaillardetz went on
to become New Hampshire's
Schoolboy All-State goalie at
· Keene High, before choosing New
Hampshire over Tufts. But, the 510, 170-pound junior didn't just
come to Durham for soccer.
"It was Academics, mainly," he
said. "Soccer was up and coming,
and they had a good, tough
schedule. I liked the coaches, but
academics is why I'm here."
His determination and success is
not lacking here either. George is
on the Dean's list, with a double
major in Zoology and Classics.
So, while UNH struggles to
score goals, the opponents are also
struggling, trying to score goals
against George Gaillardetz. He
~nne~r-. to hP u,innino thP hattle.

N etwome n win, even record
The doubles teams again proved
to be the heart of the team.
Number one seeds Winnie Gutman
and Lee Robinson defeated
Martha Oakes and Jennifer
Simpson of Colby by the score of
6-3, 6-3. The second seeds, Sue
Hannas and Patti Crowe, defeated
"Our girls played very well. For Sarah Land and Kate l.oucier, 6-2,
the second match in a row, we had 6-4. Also, in an exhibition match,
nice weather, and it seems to make ., freshmen Terri Holt and Laµra
a difference with this tea~,·:, UN H_ Antonucci defeated Wendy Neville
Coach Russ McCurdy said ~ A(l <?f and Lila Duffy, 6-4, 6-3.
our victories have come when 1t 1s
nice outside."
"The doubles teams nave been
"The girls all looked like they our strength all year," McCurdy
knew what to do to beat this team," said. "This could be because we
McCurdy said. "Just by playing have good size, and size is
the first five matches this year, they important- in doubles. Also, there
have become very 'match-tough.'
is more coaching involved in

By Chris Cote
The UN H women's tennis team
scored their second victory in a
row Wednesday, this one being
over Colby College by the score of
five to two. This increases the 'Cats
record to 3-3.

doubles. and I have been able to
work well with these girls."
UN H singles wins were recorded
by second seed Beth Howley over
Winship of Colby, 6-3, 6-4,
number 4 seed Sharon Gibson, a
freshman, 6-3, 6-0 over Winslow 63, 6-0, and Cindy Guay defeated
Cindy Smith 6-1, 6-2. Kate Thayer
also defeated Sodenberg in an
exhibition match, 6-2, 6-4.
"I wish that we could go back to
our first few matches with the
experience that we have now,"
McCurdy said. "Our record would
be a lot different."
The Lady 'Cats attempt to go
over .500 for the first time this
season against Boston College
·Monday here at UNH.

UNH Alumn i to skate for fun

Hockey is back in Snively Arena tonight. (File photo)

By Larry McGrath
The University of New
Hampshire's Alumni Association
will hold its scond annual Alumni
hockey game tonight at Snively
arena at 7 p.m. Last year70 former
Wildcats came back to skate on
homecoming weekend.
"We've got 70 players this year
already and the phone keeps
ringing," UNH Director of Alumni
Affairs, Bill Rothwell, said.
Rothwell (Class of 1968) was a
former 'Cat hockey player. "I've
been skating every day for a week.
Quite a few guys have been skating
at noon and at night."
The game raised approximately
$595 last year according to
Rothwell, but this year's game
hopes to bring more money to the
UNH hockey program (men's and
women's).
"Last year we gave them (alumni
players) a dinner, jerseys and a
party, and still gave about $595 to
the program," Rothwell, who
coached at the University of
Wisconsin, Ohio State in the
1970's, said. "We ran up a $3000
bill at the New England Center.
This year we want to give more to
the program, so we are just going

The UNH Netwomen made it two in a row, beating Colby
Wednesday. (Mike Kaplan photo)
to have an open recepuon after the
we do Friday night, how much
game. Everybody can come."
money we make, if it will sustain ·
Last year alumni returned from
interest. It might be better doing it
as far away as California, and for
every five years to get a new cycle
some it was the first visit to
of players.
Durham in over 25 years.
In 1955, Childs cut the ribbon to
"Out of the 131 people that came
dedicate Batchelder rink, which is
back (70 played), I got 57 letters
enclosed in Snively arena now.
saying it was the greatest t~ing the
Before Snively was built around it,
University could do as tnbute to
Batchelder was open to the cold
their hockey alumni," Rothwell
Durham winter. "We had a lot ofsaid. "Only one said it may not
burned lungs in those days,"
work every year, but that was
Childs, who is a realtor in Dover
Bobby Brandt from the West and treasurer of' the Student
Coast."
Activity Fee Organization
The newness may wear off for (SAFO), said. "That was the start
some players quickly, but
of a new era in UNH hockey.
tomorrow should be fun.
Then, when I came back in 1968, we
"It's always fun. Last year I got were coming out of Division II
to play with my old partner on
hockey to Division I. Charlie Holt
defense Bill Giffens," Monty
Childs, captain of the 1955 squad.
ALUMNI, page 19
said . "It all depends on how well
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Sports
Maine mistak es haunt UNH. gridde rs ·all week
By Steve Damish
UN H defensive line coach
Lionel "Junie" Carbonneau had
the University of Maine's 26-16
upset over the Wildcats on his
mind this week.
He worked the line hard the past
five days, preparing it for UN H's
home game against Lehigh
University tomorrow at I :30.
When something displeased him,
thoughts of Maine came rushing
back.
"You're fooling around, come
on," he told his line during
Wednesday's practice. "This is
what you got last week.You fooled
around. You can't fool around."
"You guys lost something last
week that was a chance of a
lifetime," he continued. "You 'guys
had the chance to be undefeated.
You lost that chance. Not many
people ever get a chance to be 5-0
and undefeated. But you had it and
lost it."
"Now come on. Let's see if we
can get our heads together for this
Saturday and get back up to where
we belong.''
The UN H practice field was
filled with emotions and intensity
this week. The coaches worked
their players hard, the players
worked themselves harder. They
had to swallow the upset, and
accept a 4-1 record.
"It's been the best week of
practices in my four years here,"
said defensive end and co-captain

Joe Clemente. "They (practices) P"
have been the most intense that
I've been in."
"The practices have been much
more intense," said defensive back
Arnold Garron. "It's been a good
solid week."
Lehigh is ranked fifth nationally ·
in Division I-AA while UNH fell to
tenth after ils loss to previously
winless Maine. Both teams own a
4-1 record.
The Leopards of Lehigh are
ranked number one in the Lambert
Poll whereas UN H is sixth. Lehigh
beat Main 24-IO earlier this season
and in it's last confrontation with
UNH in 1979, won 16-3.
"It's going to be rock against
rock," said UN H defensive tackle
Eric Elofson.
UN H suffered from a lack of
intensity at Ma-ine last Saturday
which allowed the Black Bears to
gain 252 yards rushing and 83
passing against the Wildcat
defense.
The loss to Maine left the
Wildcats questioning their
capabilities as a team and was a
strong indiciation of the
weaknesses in UN H's defense.
"Sunday night we were thinking
UNH Head Coach Bill Bowes (far ri~ht) watches over Wildcat practice session. (Tim Lorette photo)
the season was over," said
Clemente. "That night I told coach
difference will appear tomorrow.
that."
wrong." said linebacker Brian
Bill Bowes, 'When I go out there
"We just didn't play the way we
quarterback
freshman
Maine
up.
Clark. "He brought us back
Monday and try to get the guys up,
should have last week," said
Rich Labonte ran for 52 yards on
4-1 team now, not a 5-0
a
We're
it's going to be fake.' But he talked
Garron. "There's nothing we can
eight carries against U N H .
team. We're a good team. not a
to me and got me up."
do about that except be a 9-1
exposing UN H's inability to
We've had to accept
one.
great
"Coach told us what went
team."
effectively stop runs around the
end.
The optimism is there, but the
record remains 4-1. The loss to
S-owes took over the defensive
Maine lurks behind each UNH
ends this week and has run outside helmet.
them
rushing plays against
\·
. At. the end of Wednesday's
throughout each practice.
practice, the UN H defensive line
"We've been running those plays challenged the field goal unit. On
all week long," said Clemente, the second kick, three U,N H
"and I'll tell you, I think we got it defensemen barely missed
down.''
blocking the attempt.
"Come on, come on," said
faces
that
It will be a 4-1 team
"You should have
Carbonneau.
Lehigh tomorrow. A team that
had that one. Come on."
should be 5-0 . The effects of such a

Balducci stops late bid

Stickw omen edge
Rhode Island 1-0
.

UNH's Carla Hesler (closest to the ball) set up the only Wildcat score yesterday. (Tim Skeer photo)

MORNING LINE
House
Line

Steve
Damish
(16-14)
.533

Larry
McGrath
(16-14)
.533

Lonnie
Brennan
(12 -12)
.500

Jackie
MacMullan
(8-10)
.444

Old
Grad
(18-12)
.600

President
Handler
(0 -0)
.000

Lehigh at
UNH

Lehigh
by 9

UNH

UNH

UNH

Lehigh

UNH

UNH

Holy Cross at
UConn

UConn
by 3

·•He

HC

UConn

HC

HC

HC

UMass

UMass
by 10

UMass

UMass

Maine

UMass

Maine

UMass

URI at
BU

URI
by 2

BU

BU

BU

URI

URI

BU

Yale at
Columbia

by 10

Yale

Yale

Columbia

Yale

Yale

Yale

Dart
by 3

Harvard

Dart

Harvard

Dart

Harvard

Harvard

Main at

Dartmouth at
Hc:rvard

~

Yale

Et~or1~ote: Notre Dame _University football coach Gerry Faust won one for the UNH 100 Club instead
record edged the 3-3 mark of the Old Grad. This week's guest, UNH
t _e ipper last week. His
President _Evelyn Handler, wdl try to out-handicap the Old Grad for his $50 ,donation this week for
·
h omecommg.
0

1-2

..

By Chris Cote
Th<; UN H field hockey team
dcfea ted UR I yesterday by the _
score of 1-0 here at Memorial Field.
This brings the Wildcats to 5-3-1
on the season and drops Rhody to
2-7.
The lone goal of the game was
scored by Donna Modini at 21:IO of
the second period . All-American
Carla Hesler -set up the goal with a
short corner hit from the right
hand side of the URI goal.
With approximately 45 second\
left in the game, three UR I players
were on a clean break against
Shelley Li\'ely and Robin
Balducci. An URI player squeezed
off a shot. which Balducci stopped.
but the ball bounced out into the
possession of UR I. Anoth~r shot
was attempted. but Li\cly was abk
to block the ball and clear it. thus
ending the late threat.
"The girls really played poorly
today." UN H coach Jean Rilling
said. "We ha\'c far superior talent
and the score should ha\'c been
much higher with all the
opportunities we had.''
" Although I am not pleased
with today's results." UR I coach
Alison w;tlsh said. "I ha\c to be
pleased with the way our girls

UNH had several
played .
opportunities and we stopped the
majority of them ."
The UN H girls had many
The
opportu111t1es to score.
Wildcats had fifteen corner hits
and fourteen shots on goal.
"The field was very bumpy. This
made it very difficult for us to set
up our shots inside." Hesler said.
"This was an advantage for us. as
we arc more used to the conditions
on our home field."
Again. as it has been ,in past
matches, Rilling split the
netminding duties between Deb
Cram and Robin Balducci. Both
of these players made six saves
apiece to preserve the Wildcat
shutout.
"Our girls must play
considerably better in Saturday's
match against Springfield on
Saturday." Rilling said. "Or else we
will be blown away by a strong
Springfield team."
LINH is really in a must-win

situation. needing w win all of
their remaining games to make the
play-offs. Tomorrow's match at
home against Springfield could be
a turning point for this young
squad which is gaining experience
with each match.

